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EDITORIAL 

 

 

 

LORNA PIATTI-FARNELL 

Auckland University of Technology 

 

 

 

 

Popular Gothic 
 
 
 

In February 2015, an international Symposium on the theme of “Popular Gothic” was 
hosted by the Popular Culture Research Centre at Auckland University of Technology, 
New Zealand. The theme was selected with the intention to generate a number of 
debates over not only the nature of contemporary Gothic, but also its linkages and 
connections with the broader popular culture scope. To some, the juxtaposition of 
“popular” and ‘Gothic” may come across as an oxymoron. There still survives a sense in 
which the Gothic, in its various incarnations, is all but popular, and exists as a 
somewhat subcultural and subaltern entity within literary, as well as other media-
based, studies. And yet, one can hardly deny that, from its inceptional years, the Gothic 
has maintained a certain popularised fame, in virtue – among other things – of its 
connections to the narratives of romance. Also undeniable, of course, is the fact that 
Gothic preoccupations have forcefully infiltrated the world of popular culture, and have 
presented themselves through various figures and thematics, from haunted houses and 
possessions, from zombies to materialisations of decay and, of course, the vampire – the 
latter being, as Danel Olson has argued, “the uberfigure of the Gothic” (Olson, xxviii). 
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Several considerations need to be put forward in establishing not only the place 
of the Gothic in popular culture, but also, and perhaps more pointedly, whether or not 
the Gothic can ever be considered “popular” at all; or, perhaps, whether the Gothic, in 
our 21st century context, is nothing but popular, produced for the masses, who think 
they know what the Gothic is, convinced as they are by the recent explosions of literary, 
cinematic, and television narratives that engage, at least on the surface, with the idea of 
terror. Intrinsic to arguments that consider the place of the Gothic in popular culture is, 
one might suggest, the identification of “popular Gothic” as being more attuned to the 
preoccupations of “Gothic horror”, rather than “Gothic terror”. Whether the latter two 
can successfully be separated in our contemporary context remains to be seen, as does 
the contention that terror has all but disappeared from all notions of “popular” Gothic.  
 

This themed issue of Aeternum goes some way into casting a light on current 
debates over the contentious notion of “popular Gothic”. The articles in this issue 
continue and expand the conversations that begun at the Symposium in Auckland, and 
draw attention to how incarnations of contemporary Gothic are both reactionary and 
subversive, subaltern and mainstream. The authors pay attention to both historical 
connections and contemporary intertextualities, with the critical intention to uncover 
how an entity that some often regard as “subcultural” could ever explode so 
unavoidably in the popular scene.  The term “popular” here is taken very broadly, and 
necessarily so: the aim is not to find an overarching and final definition of what popular 
means in relation to the Gothic, but to explore the relationship between popular culture 
studies and Gothic studies, an important line of enquiry already begun in recent years 
by influential texts such as The Gothic in Contemporary Literature and Popular Culture, 
edited by Justin Edwards and Agnieszka Soltysik Monnet (2012). The first articles of 
this issue – by Anne Lochead and Paul Mountfort, respectively – are particularly 
attuned to the relationship and debt that contemporary Gothic holds to narratives 
belonging to different historical periods, from important and canonical texts such as 
Frankenstein, to runic texts in Anglo-Saxon and Viking literatures.  
 

Intertextual connections, which emerge as unavoidable next to the multi-faceted 
notion of terror, are pursued in Antonio Sanna in his article – the third of the issue – on 
the Batman franchise. The regionalisation of the Gothic – especially in relation to the 
New Zealand context – and its consequent “popularisation” within the literary scope, is 
the focus of the two further articles by Gail Pittaway and Erin Mercer, who explore, 
respectively, the writings on Ngaio Marsh and Mike Johnson. The intersections between 
the Gothic fictional framework and the cultural re-elaborations of well-known, yet often 
unexplored discourses of the body is the centre of Jen Craig’s argument, in the final 
article of the issue. Collectively, the authors present compelling argument that re-
elaborate, re-establish, and, at times, even challenge the very notion of “popular 
Gothic”, and the place it occupies in our contemporary cultural and media narratives.  
 

Finally, the issue concludes with a book review for Marcus K. Harmes’ The Curse 
of Frankenstein, written by Corey Ryan Walden. This book explores the importance of 
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Frankenstein as not only a literary, but also a cinematic text, and challenges the place this 
well-known narrative occupies in our popular culture scope, and our cultural 
imagination overall.  
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On the Wrong Side of the Story: Meeting Monsters and 
Confronting Ethics in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and 
Elizabeth Knox’s Dreamhunter 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
Drawing lines and creating dichotomies have been bequeathed to us by the ancient Greeks. The 
monsters that rise from traditional mythological and fantastic tales are often set in opposition to 
reason and are associated with unconscious anxieties, both anxieties about society and anxieties 
about the self. This anxiety is usually unresolved. Monsters have, moreover, been portrayed as 
morally ambiguous, shifting between the villainous and the victimised. This paper shows how 
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein explores the moral ambiguity of monsters, and, failing to resolve 
the contradiction, Shelley draws her story to a tragic end. Two hundred years later, Elizabeth 
Knox’s Dreamhunter Duo introduces us to an offspring of Frankenstein’s monster that 
challenges alienating dividing lines. In her postmodern young adult fantasy she presents her 
monster as neither villain nor victim, neither double nor shadow. Relating Levinas’s ethics of 
alterity to these texts, this paper argues that Knox’s representation of meeting a monster can be 
usefully read  not so much as a symbolic encounter but as an encounter with the Other. By 
drawing parallels between Frankenstein and his monster and Knox’s protagonist and her 
monster, we can see a fundamental reworking of not only the Gothic trope of monstrosity but 
also of ethics. Ethics needs to go further than social obligation and an integrated self; we need to 
cross the margins of self-interest to such a degree, Knox suggests, that our monsters are 
transformed and our worlds are changed. 
 
Keywords: Ethics, Other, Frankenstein, Dreamhunter 
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Monsters are an ambiguous trope in fiction: sometimes they are evil, sometimes they 
are appallingly alien. Sometimes they are snuggled in the shadows of the closet; 
sometimes they pound threateningly on the window, shrieking (or whimpering) to be 
let in. Monsters are simultaneously inside and outside, inhabiting tensions between 
moral and amoral, self and other, the subject and object, the same and different. While 
we are disrupted and displaced by the monster within, the monstrous face of the totally 
alien Other demands an ethical response from us that takes us out of ourselves and 
beyond the margins. Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein explores the tragic consequences of 
exiling the monstrous alien from society. There are many descendants of Frankenstein’s 
monster in popular fiction and amongst these are a both golem and a human ‘monster’ 
in Elizabeth Knox’s Dreamhunter Duo. In her young adult fantasy, rich with Gothic 
tropes, Knox takes us to the wrong side of the story where her protagonist not only 
reconciles her internal alienation but learns how to respond to the alienated Other 
ethically. 

 
Monsters of many types are a long-established, even integral, trope of Gothic 

fiction. “Populating the Gothic are various monsters; the genre is something of a 
teratology, examining freakishness, otherness, abnormality, and deviance” says Rod 
McGillis (228). Historically, monsters were believed to demonstrate moral aberrations 
and vices; they were aligned with evil. The etymology of ‘monster’ is derived from the 
Latin words ‘monstrum’ – portent, monster – and ‘monere’ – warn. Physically 
deformed humans were ‘monstrous’; outwardly abnormal they advertised inward 
depravity, and served as a warning from God (Baldick 1987, 11). Outwardly grotesque 
and inwardly immoral, these were faces to fear.  

 
Monstrosity comes in various forms: monsters are sometimes evil by nature, and 

sometimes by nurture, having been corrupted by a hostile environment or by cruelty. In 
The Tempest Prospero describes Caliban as “a born devil, on whose nature/ Nurture can 
never stick”. He continues: “And as with age his body uglier grows,/ So his mind 
cankers” (Shakespeare, 4.1.188–193). However, this quote also reveals a gap, a slash 
between the words nature and nurture that opened up a debate that is still raging 
today. Whether born or made, however, monsters are physically ugly and this ugliness 
was often believed to reveal the inner ugliness of moral depravity as Prospero asserts. 

 
With the rise of science and the decline of superstition attitudes to monsters 

shifted. Frankenstein demonstrates the Enlightenment’s scepticism of innate evil; he has 
created his monster, it is not a work of nature. Punter and Byron (2004) argue that by 
the eighteenth century monsters had taken on a moral function in literature and quote 
Pope’s early eighteenth century Essay on Man: “Vice is a monster of so frightful mien/ 
As, to be hated, needs but to be seen” (263). Monsters were therefore a deterrent for evil; 
by visibly demonstrating the consequences of vice, “monsters promote virtuous 
behaviour” (263). But the moral education associated with monsters went further than 
this, defining what is normal and what is transgressive.      
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Pieced together from disparate parts, monsters are part human (rational), part 
beast (instinctual, wild and amoral), trapped in the split between the same and the 
different. It is in large part their marginality that makes them dangerous. Cultural 
values underpin what is accepted as normal and what is marginalised - or even beyond 
the margins, on the wrong side of the story. Monsters do the cultural work of 
constructing “the politics of the ‘normal’. Located at the margins of culture, they police 
the boundaries of the human, pointing to those lines that must not be crossed” (Punter 
& Byron 2004, 263). Gothic fiction of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries therefore 
first admits the monster, then entertains or is entertained by the monster, and finally 
expels or repudiates the monster, suggests Christopher Craft (qtd. in Punter & Byron, 
263-264). The expulsion of the monster was crucial as cultural values were finally 
upheld in the text.     

 
Our own society’s obsession with aliens seems to reflect increased uncertainty in 

our relationships with other humans due to escalating globalisation. ‘Alien’ commonly 
refers to both unearthly monsters and foreigners and they proliferate “where anxieties 
loom as to who we are and how we demarcate ourselves from others (who are not us). 
Alien-ation, as a postmodern phenomenon, is inseparable from the them-and-us 
syndrome” (Kearney 2001, 103). The “them-and-us syndrome” divides insiders (those 
who belong with us, inside the metaphorical city walls) and outsiders (those who are 
threateningly different and therefore alienated from our society). As Kearney argues, 
boundaries have become fuzzy as to who we are and where our social parameters are 
set. Are others safe or dangerous? Do they share our moral code or are they beyond the 
moral margins, alien and amoral? 

 
Monsters come from across the margins, from an unknown world, a place of 

dreams and darkness, or the realm of death. Their faces, peering at us out of the 
darkness, are visions of terror. Different, alien and ‘other’ they embody our deepest 
fears. They “defy our accredited norms of identification. Unnatural, transgressive, 
obscene, contradictory, heterogeneous, mad. Monsters are what keep us awake at night 
and make us nervous during the day” (Kearney 2003, 4). At the same time they are close 
to us and sometimes within us. This ‘insider/ outsider’ motif is held in tension because 
while monsters are absolutely alien they are also, paradoxically, near to us (the beast 
within) and we may even have made them ourselves. Frankenstein’s subtitle, Or the 
Modern Prometheus, provides a warning: we shouldn’t aspire to become creator gods 
because by doing so we may breed evil. Monsters inhabit dark places, in the shadows of 
the human heart, and hubris and cruelty can bring monsters to life within us. 

 
Psychic and social anxieties are therefore invested in monsters. They are “figures 

of Otherness” that “occupy the frontier zone where reason falters and fantasies 
flourish,” says Kearney (2003, 3). The Gothic and psychoanalysis have become 
inextricably entwined: “psychoanalysis becomes Gothic and Gothic becomes 
psychoanalysis” says Warwick (2007, 10). As that which was once marginalised 
becomes mainstream in Western culture, monsters dig their toes in deeper; into our 
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psyches. They are “deep down, tokens of fracture within the human psyche. They speak 
to us of how we are split between conscious and unconscious, familiar and unfamiliar, 
same and other” (Kearney 2003, 4). Monsters are associated with the unconscious 
shadow and untamed impulses, but they also embody social anxieties. They are 
strangers entering our sphere from elsewhere, utterly unknown and unknowable to us. 
Even when they originate inside our society they are fundamentally different; beyond 
the shifting limits of ‘normal’; they are marked by ‘abnormalities’. Confronting 
monsters, suggests Kearney, we have a choice: to welcome our experience of 
strangeness or to repudiate it through projecting it onto others. When we disown the 
terrifying strangeness, projecting it onto others instead of identifying it within us, we 
create a separation: drawing lines, making margins and retrieving dichotomies that 
have been bequeathed to us by the ancient world including the Hebrews, Persians and 
Greeks. Dark is separated from light, good from evil, innocence from experience, moral 
agent from amoral actor, villain from victim. 

 
 Postmodernism has shifted the ground on monsters, blurring boundaries and 

changing borders. Monsters may be morally and physically deformed outsiders, but 
they may also be lurking within us. Society itself may even be a monster, “a primary 
site of horror” (Punter & Byron, 266). Ethics likewise has been de-stabilised as the safe 
and familiar landscape of good and evil has changed. It has become a moral task to 
discern the villain from the victim, the malign monster from the benign one. It is an 
even greater moral task to reach out to the dispossessed monsters living beyond the 
margins that are radically different: faceless, voiceless and nameless, and located at the 
underside, or other-side, of moral agency in absence, silence, and anonymity. It is this 
moral task that Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein fails to achieve, but it is the task that 
Elizabeth Knox’s protagonist, Laura Hame, takes up when she meets a monster. 

 
Facing the Faceless, Voiceless, Nameless Monster  
 

On a dreary night in November, Victor Frankenstein infuses “a spark of being” 
into “the lifeless thing” at his feet. By the glimmer of a half-extinguished light he sees 
the “dull yellow eye of the creature open”. With “infinite pains and care” he has tried to 
create a well-proportioned body with beautiful features:  

 
but now that I had finished, the beauty of the dream vanished, and breathless 
horror and disgust filled my heart. Unable to endure the aspect of the being I had 
created, I rushed out of the room… (Shelley 1989,  55) 

 
When the monster later wakes Frankenstein in his bedroom, it fixes its eyes on him and 
opens its jaws and mutters “some inarticulate sounds”. Then it stretches out its hand, 
“and I escaped and rushed downstairs” (56).  

 
Facing the monster, Frankenstein reads its face, or “countenance”, as a “horror” 

that “no mortal could support” (56). Appalled by what he has done, Frankenstein 
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rejects his creation and tries to flee from it. Misery follows him, in the form of the 
monster and the monster’s deeds. It is deformed, inarticulate and has no name. In a 
similar scene, set a century after Frankenstein and written a century later again, Laura 
Hame, the protagonist of Elizabeth Knox’s young adult fantasy, meets a monster. 

 
The Dreamhunter Duo is set in a country that resembles the Golden Bay region of 

the South Island of New Zealand in a parallel first decade of the twentieth century. In 
this society a thriving entertainment industry has built up around dreamhunting. 
Dreams can be ‘caught’ in the Place, an uncanny landscape where people with a special 
aptitude for it can harvest recurrent dreams, take them back to society, and publicly 
‘dream’ them to a paying audience. The Place is mysterious; it covers a large remote 
area, only a select few are physically able to enter it, and it was first discovered many 
years ago by Laura’s father, Tziga Hame, a powerful and famous dreamhunter. The 
Place seems to have its own consciousness as evidenced by the dreams that can be 
hunted there.  

 
Laura is fifteen years old and alone in the Place. Laura’s mother is dead and her 

father mysteriously disappeared just before she embarked on her new career. 
Vulnerable in the Place, Laura meets a monster. Facing him, she feels horror and terror, 
as she sees “a huge, heavy, glittering mass looming after her, moving forward with 
great fluid strides” (Knox 2005, 248). The encounter is suffocating, like being buried. 
“There was no air between her and the monster, no open space… The creature’s chest 
loomed above her like a stone lid” (248). She screams, begs and closes her eyes. She 
gives herself up, lying “motionless”, the monster’s innocent victim: 

 
— but then nothing further happened…  
Finally, Laura looked into its face.  
It was a lopsided, lumpish face — and very solemn. The sand and clay from 
which it had been formed was crusty and uneven, and stained red, as though 
mixed with blood. (249)   

 
As she looks at the monster’s face, she realises it is waiting. Intuitively, Laura 
understands that her father made the creature from sand in the streambed to help her. It 
is mute, but she knows she can give it speech by finishing the inscription on its 
forehead: by adding the final ‘N’ she makes the monster ‘Nown’.  

 
Both Frankenstein’s and Laura’s monsters are human creations and have 

hideous, deformed faces. Both Frankenstein and Laura, faced with them, try to flee. In 
the initial encounter Laura’s monster is mute and Frankenstein’s mutters some 
inarticulate sounds. Neither is named; a little later when Laura asks the monster what 
he was called, he replies “Servant” (251, 258). They are therefore without a humanly 
recognisable face, without a voice and without a name, ‘non-persons’, beyond the 
margins of humanity.  
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Shelley pushes her monster’s marginalisation much further than Knox. No one 
Shelley’s monster encounters face-to-face can see past his hideous face; he lives as an 
outcast on the edge of society, teaching himself language and speech. Only a blind man, 
who tells him he “cannot judge of your countenance” (1989, 129), can “hear” him and is 
persuaded of his sincerity. Frankenstein, when compelled by the monster to listen to his 
tale, says: 

 
His words had a strange effect upon me. I compassionated him and sometimes 
had a wish to console him, but when I looked upon him, when I saw the filthy 
mass that moved and talked, my heart sickened and my feelings were altered to 
those of horror and hatred. (142)  

 
The monster remains defaced, nameless, unheard and alienated. Writing out of the 
historical context of twentieth century atrocities and genocides, Levinas, a survivor of a 
Nazi labour camp, describes the “a horror of the other that remains other” (Levinas 
1986, 346). Likewise, Laura’s initial encounter with an alien face is filled with horror. 
The alien face ‘speaks’ of an alien being, beyond comprehension. “A face enters our 
world from an absolutely alien sphere,” says Levinas (346).  

 
The inhuman monster, deprived of citizenship, is enslaved, imprisoned or 

banished. Captivity is an important theme in Dreamhunter. Nown, created to obey 
orders, has been enslaved by Laura’s ancestors for centuries. Laura asks him if scruples 
would prevent him obeying but Nown, enslaved by his nature and therefore truly 
amoral, can list only physical impediments to his obedience (Knox 2005, 261). The 
theme of captivity is foreshadowed in the Prologue. Tziga, Laura’s father, dreams of 
chained prisoners, humans whose crimes have stripped them of their humanity in the 
eyes of their society. The brutal treatment of chain gangs by their guards stirs up 
resentment and anger, rebellion and violence. Monstrous actions breed (in)human 
monsters.  

 
Frankenstein’s monster is not enslaved but he is denied citizenship and exiled. 

His complete alienation from others and his yearning for belonging are at the heart of 
his tragedy. He is an outsider roaming vast wilderness landscapes looking longingly 
through windows at loving domestic interiors. Instead of a looking glass reflecting the 
interior self or the same, the monster finds glass windows separating inside from 
outside, reflecting only difference. He is denied access, kept out, not in, trapped within 
himself. As he explains to Frankenstein, misery and unkindness have corrupted him; 
his own benevolence meets with violence, a violence which he then mimics in despair. 
The hostile physical environment parallels a hostile social environment.  

 
Frankenstein offers numerous indictments of society’s codified rejection of 
disenfranchised outsiders… The Creature repeatedly complains to his creator 
that part of his misery is because he is sui generis, and therefore, alone. He has no 
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place in the human world because it is unclear that he even is human. (Chevalier 
2005, 410) 

 
As with Knox’s prisoners, alienation and exile have bred a moral monster. 

 
It is in response to the alien face that Shelley and Knox part company in their 

narratives. Laura, seeing the face of the monster, realises that she must give it words 
and speech. The face speaks to her of its need of speech. Contemporary fantasy, as with 
contemporary ethics, cannot afford to be indifferent to the alienated Other, standing as 
we do on the other side of the twentieth century from Shelley. Honderich describes the 
ethical philosophy of Levinas as delineating “an ethical ‘face-to-face’ relation with the 
Other, which, while immediate and singular, is none the less transcendent” (Honderich 
1995, 481). Presence is manifested in the face, it is the first discourse, it speaks, says 
Levinas (1986, 352).  

 
Laura wonders whether the letters inscribed on the creature’s forehead, 

“NOWN”, should be pronounced ‘noun’ or ‘known’, but as he does not know, she 
continues to say “noun” (Knox 2005, 258). A noun names, and Nown is named by 
Laura, his name underlining the fact that he has been named. On the other hand he is 
not ‘known’ in any sense to her, he is utterly alien. Laura wants to know “what sort of 
creature he was. How dangerous he was. What he might do, and what he was capable 
of” (257) so she asks him questions that he answers thoughtfully, or not at all. 

 
Laura weighed the sandman’s silence, his hesitation before speaking. She looked 
on his silence as a guilty one, then she looked on it as puzzlement. Then she tried 
to see it as profound consideration. (257)  

 
Although he is opaque to her, being profoundly different, Laura wants to understand 
him. A short while later, “Laura wondered whether he was stupid. Slow, obdurate and 
earthy” (258). She cannot “read” his face and she cannot interpret him. He is elsewhere 
from her and his face’s “wonder is due to the elsewhere from which it comes and into 
which it already withdraws” (Levinas 1986, 355). Adam Zachary Newton describes the 
face as a “fiasco of the Other”, an exteriority to be read, and a site of intersubjectivity 
that is “fully social” (2001, 237, 238). Because Nown’s face is utterly unreadable to 
Laura, social understandings break down and this is a “fiasco”. Nown, although a 
servant, is always more than this for Laura. 

 
For [past generations of Hames] the sandman has represented only the carrying 
out of their will. Laura’s naming him ‘Nown’… suggests… her lack of interest in 
what she can do with him, and her interest rather in what he is. (Jackson 2007, 27)  

 
Echoing Kant’s argument that people are never a means to an end, but always an end in 
themselves, Levinas says “…He is not the it of things which are at our disposal” (1986, 
359). But even though Laura willingly gives Nown a name and a voice she is seduced 
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by the power she wields over him. She is “dizzy with vanity” and asks “this creature 
compelled by his nature to be wholly honest to her” what he makes of her. He is unable 
to answer. 

 
‘So — you don’t make anything of me?’  
‘I might,’ he said. ‘I can’t say. It’s not my business to make. I have been made, 
Laura. It seems to me a very great step from being made, to making.’ (Knox 2005, 
262) 

 
This exchange deepens the complexity of relationships with different Others. It 
indicates the imaginative work involved in ‘making’ anything of others, creating them 
in a likeness we can recognise, weaving narratives around them and providing them 
with motivations with which we can identify. Laura describes Nown as “an 
unimaginable thing” (263), although she has already worked hard, through her 
questions and her interpretations of his responses, to imaginatively ‘make’ something of 
him.  

 
Despite her initial repugnance, Laura starts to trust Nown, and finds him 

trustworthy. Later, when (in the intimacy of her bedroom) she unmakes him in a 
moment of panic; she is smitten with the immensity of her deed. She calls to him, and 
cries, recalling the “curling column of music… smoking away from her body, the music 
she had felt singing between Nown and her when she gave him his voice” (291). After 
un-making him, Laura understands that the monster had come “inside”, literally and 
figuratively. He is no longer an anonymous alien Other, but a friend.  

  
In the pile of sand that was Nown, Laura finds a letter from her father giving her 

a task he was unable to complete. Realising the potential of a powerful servant to help 
her, but also in order to recreate her friend (as she refers to him in conversation, 299), 
Laura learns the magic to make her own golem. However, Laura has formed a “strange 
notion”.  

 
She…wanted to learn who Nown really was — if he really was somebody in his 
own right… Laura was planning a kind of experiment that, she thought, would 
let her look on the real face of her sandman… (362 –363)  

 
She will sculpt him face down in the sand so that when he comes to life he will reveal 
his “own true face”. After studying sculptures in the museum, Laura carefully crafts the 
golem’s back. As he rises from the sand, he lifts “a face as handsome as that of a 
classical statue” (365, 368). Whether or not this is his “true face” we never know; as 
Laura has studied classical sculptures, Nown may still appear to her according to her 
expectations, but he is no longer a horror. 

  
Frankenstein’s monster is never named and so, although he is one of a kind, he 

never receives his own unique identity; instead he is an unidentifiable horror. In 
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comparison, Knox suggests that by naming the one who obeys Laura’s desires, she has 
created ‘someone’ (a noun) distinct from her wishes and fears. If we create others in our 
likeness, making them ‘known’ within our frame of reference, their faces will be 
“lopsided and lumpish”, a crude depiction defined by the limits of our imagination, a 
sort of defacing. But if we allow the Other to exceed our imagination, to be truly Other, 
as we face them we will see their “own true face” as an epiphany, and “the epiphany of 
a face is alive”. The revelation of the face comes from a place beyond our 
representations, beyond signification and the symbolic (Levinas 1986, 351, 355). “Are 
you more yourself? More your true self?” Laura asks her recreated golem. “Yes, I am,” 
Nown replies (Knox 2005, 373).  

 
But Nown’s meaning is veiled from Laura. Laura speculates on what he means, 

and is “pleased with her own speculation. She didn’t for a minute consider that her 
servant might have spoken obscurely” (373). The work of re-creating another, naming 
and identifying them, interpreting their words and recognising their face as belonging 
to someone unique is ethical. But the danger is that, despite our best efforts, we still 
only see and hear what we expect to see and are attuned to hear.  

 
Understanding that she wants not a servant-mirror but a free companion who 

can counter her wishes, Laura erases the first N of Nown’s name, making him his 
“Own”: “[S]he had just set her servant free” (434). Freeing Nown is the first 
autonomous action Laura has taken in the novel. Up to this point she has acted 
according to others’ expectations. Her deranged father, as he contemplates suicide, tells 
the golem he has just made (the first Nown) that “Laura isn’t very good at thinking for 
herself” (397) and entrusts a letter to Nown that places on Laura a morally dubious task. 
However, giving Nown moral agency becomes a reciprocal act because, in doing so, 
Laura takes up her own moral agency and is subsequently able to find her own way out 
of the mess that her father’s task has created.  

 
Breaking the mimetic interplay where like always reflects like and the other is 

only ever made in the creator’s image, Laura is able to create a free ‘monster’, an 
autonomous stranger, and makes a stranger of herself. She has no assurance that Nown 
will see her as she would like to see herself or continue to cradle her in his arms, nor 
that he will not turn into an evil monstrosity. All she has is trust and she acts on it.  

 
Nown hesitated; he broke stride. He faltered but he didn’t stop walking.  
Laura sank back into the cradle of his arms, and he once again picked up his 
pace… (434) 

  
The outsider is always an outsider for Levinas, always different and always “other”, 
never to be domesticated, controlled or forced into an interior mimicry of the ‘same’. 
Knox’s fantasy acknowledges the need to liberate others by accepting their moral 
agency rather than keeping them captive to our own needs, interests and perceptions. If 
we create others in our own image they will surely become gods or monsters to us, but 
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when we break the mimicry of the same and cross the margins to the other side we have 
the basis for friendship. 

 
After Laura has freed Nown, she asks him to please tell her anything she might 

need to know. He replies:  
 

‘Laura, my experience of freedom is limited. So, therefore, is my experience of 
making judgements. I cannot yet know what I will have to consider each time I 
am considering what you need to know… I have tried to imagine, without 
guidance from you, what you might need. I have made mistakes… We are too 
different, you and I. If you ask me to mind your needs, are you then giving me 
your freedom? Why would you free me only to hand over your own freedom?’ 
(Knox 2007, 128-129) 
  

Moral agency entails making judgements that depend on experience. Experience is 
always limited so judgements with regards to the Other will always be imperfect. 
Moreover, in a relationship, freedom is reciprocal. Later in the conversation, Nown says 
that he is still susceptible to Laura’s orders. “I still want to do what you want”, he says, 
acknowledging the generosity and excess of love (130).  

 
‘Well — stop!’ Laura ordered, exasperated.  
‘No,’ Nown said.  
She started to laugh… She felt happy… Nown was a fearful responsibility… He 
was so contradictory — scrupulous and untamed at the same time… Nown made 
her feel like God on the first Sabbath — he was a great responsibility, but he was 
good… (130) 
 

Transcending the Monster in the Mirror: The Inside/ Outside Barrier Shattered 
 

Frankenstein ends with tragedy. Frankenstein and the monster seek mutual 
vengeance, and Frankenstein dies a broken man. The monster, despairingly crying out 
his accusation against Frankenstein, plans his own lonely death in the northern-most 
extremity of the globe. “He was soon borne away by the waves and lost in darkness and 
distance” (Shelley 1989, 215). By contrast, Laura and Nown’s complex relationship 
develops almost – but not quite - romantically. The incongruity of monster/ lover is 
made explicit when Laura offers to introduce her cousin Rose to Nown. Rose replies 
with “indignation, fear and fury”: “People don’t meet monsters. No one offers 
introductions to monsters” (Knox 2007, 200). Laura draws “the monster” out of hiding. 
Rose backs away, but Laura stands between them, “her face glowing with love”. 

 
‘This is Rose,’ Laura said to her monster, who continued to look down on the top 
of Laura’s head, then into her face as she turned back and glowed up at it. (Knox 
2017, 200-201) 
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This scene reads remarkably like the introduction of a lover. Laura repeatedly tells 
Nown that she loves him and he comforts her. Just before she is separated from him in 
time, Laura reiterates, “I love you” (458). And, as the narrative closes, Laura realises 
that the interference with telegraph messages that has baffled the post office was the 
voice of Nown singing, of her, “ ‘She is coming my own my sweet…’ Singing a song she 
had taught it” (478). 

 
Nown’s response to Laura is self-transcending. He doggedly and unselfishly 

perseveres in his task that causes a dreamquake and throws him into a world where he 
is separated from Laura, thirty years in her future. Although “Laura had been his 
compass — she was north, south, east and west to him” (500), he lays down their 
present relationship for her greater good. He walks to So Long Spit where he has 
previously been with Laura where “[h]e began his waiting” (501). This is poignant but it 
is not tragic because Nown has chosen his own direction. 

 
Death is a long-established symbol for transition. Before Laura farewells Nown, 

she camps beside a grave where she dreams of her own death. Knowing that the body 
in the grave must be exhumed and that, by uncovering it, she will lose Nown, she 
howls “like an animal”, prays to die and resists choosing between Nown and her future. 
But like Nown, she sacrifices their love for an appalling unknown thing: a stranger 
buried in a grave. 

 
The man Nown uncovers “looked dead” and when Laura touches him it feels 

“like touching a fresh corpse” (453, 455), echoing Frankenstein’s corpse-like monster. As 
he is awakened, or raised,  

 
He turned his head slowly to face Laura, like someone half-frozen and very 
depleted. He whispered, ‘Why are you just sitting there?’ Then, ‘Why aren’t you 
running away?’ (463) 

  
But Laura does not run from this half-dead, time-travelling human monster dressed in 
the clothes of a convict; instead she offers him an apple. Her friendship with Nown has 
taught her that monsters are not to be feared but faced. Laura touches him and he 
flinches and she reads hatred, suspicion and hurt in his eyes. Suspiciously, the convict 
asks if she is chasing him, but Laura reassures him that he is a stranger, someone she 
feels for. Then she invites him to tell her his story. He starts: “You can see by my 
trousers what I am.” “No,” says Laura; she does not assume that she can know anything 
about him by his appearance. He talks about the injustices and suffering he has 
endured, as the monster talks to Frankenstein, and Laura listens. “I didn’t feel human, 
or entitled to fellow feeling”, he says — he felt “specially hated and feared” because of 
his name  (473-474). In his despair, fleeing from the law, an outlaw, outcast and 
outsider, he marked out the boundaries and created his own Nown out of the 
wilderness landscape through which he travelled. Wanting respite and wanting 
revenge, he unwittingly created The Place, a sleeping landscape of dreams. This  Nown 
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he brought to life, thirty years in Laura’s future, remembered the love it had for Laura 
in her present, and buried the human monster, taking him to its heart (the grave) to 
save him. 

 
The monster in Frankenstein sees his reflection in a pool, and becomes “fully 

convinced that I was in reality the monster that I am”. Likewise, this outlaw sees 
himself, reflected in the attitudes of others towards him, as a monster. Even his name 
has branded him as a “tiger” (Knox 2017, 473). Laura’s response to him baffles him; she 
has not run away but listens to him, and this contradicts his self-image, so when Laura 
says, “I’m glad it’s so dark. It’s easier to talk to you without seeing you”, he concurs, “I 
guess I am a pretty pitiful sight” (479). “You idiot!” shouts Laura, because she 
recognises this monster’s face, though it is “grey with dust over black grime”, seeing 
reflected in him the two people she loves most — her lover, Sandy, and her father — 
and she has guessed his infamous name: Hame. (Later, when he is talking with Rose, 
Rose says, “You really are a Hame, aren’t you?” Defensively, he replies, “Meaning?” 
“Quaintly religious,” responds Rose (495). The feared name has lost its bite somewhat.) 
His face speaks to Laura of love, not fear, she allows him a voice with which to narrate 
his story, and she gives him her own name, recognising him not as a monster, but as the 
unborn child she bears.  

 
Both Shelley and Knox use the inside/ outside motif to emphasise the alienation 

of their monsters. As I have already mentioned, in Frankenstein the monster peers 
through an “almost imperceptible chink” in a boarded up window and spies on the 
cosy domestic scene within (Shelley 1989, 103). As Lazarus (the convict) runs from the 
law he doesn’t trust farm families to show him pity, and he is an outsider even to other 
prisoners in a mining camp. Knox highlights this motif in both her Prologue and her 
Epilogue. In the Prologue she describes a dream from the point of view of a 
convalescent travelling on a train “in the safe embrace of his bed”, but juxtaposed with 
his interior security in a benign outdoors environment is a “distressing dark turn” of the 
dream to chained convicts working on the railway, an exterior full of menace (Knox 
2005, 5-6). In the Epilogue we see Laura’s extended family, including Lazarus, gathered 
together four years later in a domestic “interior”, although set outdoors. There is an 
earthquake, and the windows of the house shatter, the separation between inside and 
outside destroyed. Lazarus has married Rose and the crying baby inside the house is 
their child. Lazarus, integrated into family life, is a reversal of the convicts but also of 
Frankenstein: the monster has a mate.      

 
Laura finds a broken stranger in the place of her loyal and loving friend, Nown. 

She welcomes him and takes him to her home, offering compassion and hospitality, and 
discovers that the stranger is not her creation but her child. The symbolic death that 
Laura passes through at the site of the grave represents her transition to motherhood, 
but it is more than that. Laura breaks down delineations between inside/ outside, 
same/ different, self/ other, human/ monster, proving herself equal to the moral task 
that Frankenstein so tragically fails. 
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Unlike Frankenstein, this contemporary fantasy fiction is optimistic about the 

possibility of ethical relationships with alienated others. This is not to say that Knox has 
tried to soften her themes in order to make them palatable for a young audience by 
choosing a “happily ever after” conclusion; rather the resolution provides the 
possibility of a moral way forward in the face of social alienation. Her optimism 
indicates not only the potential but the imperative for positive social relationships 
against a bleak historical background of colonialism, exploitation, genocide and 
violence. Where Frankenstein feels repugnance towards his creation and his tragedy 
unfolds from this, Knox turns the Frankenstein narrative around and reverses the linking 
of monster with malign. Her protagonist moves from rejection to a face-to-face 
encounter, from flight to an embrace, from fear to self-transcending courage. 

 
Meeting a monster should induce neither terror nor sentiment. The encounter 

involves a profound responsibility to stretch the boundaries of our known world to 
encompass those who seem alien to us. It is personal but it also expands into the 
political realm. As Eagleton puts it, “Ethics is not simply a reverent openness to the 
Other, but a question of, say, formulating policies on advertising or infanticide which 
will affect those whom one does not know” (2009, 324). In a reversal of some Victorian 
Gothic, society is no longer the marker of good but may turn out to be the monster it 
once wanted to expel. Our moral task may be to fight the monstrous evil of that which 
is ‘normal’ and reform society. 

 
Ethics demands a compassionate response that begins with listening without 

judgement, bestowing the Other with personhood. This is Levinas’s ethic of self-
abnegation worked out in Laura’s encounter with Nown: the monster moves from a 
terrifying and predatory stranger, to a friend, to someone who is deeply loved. In this 
encounter the Gothic monster is transformed as Nown is transformed: from a horror to 
“as handsome as…  a classical statue”. The ethical journey that begins with terror ends 
with love and compassionate self-sacrifice. 

 
The path is not straight, and is littered with moral quandaries that belong to on-

going ethical discussions. Ultimately, though, monsters are not met in an obscure 
theoretical mirror darkly, but individually, face-to-face. They may have been banished 
outside the city walls, like the historical leper, but as they peer through the gaps, if we 
look, we can recognise something very human in their gaze. 
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Runecasting: Runic Guidebooks as Gothic Literature 
and the Other Gothic Revival 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT  
 
Contemporary practitioners of “Runecasting”—divination using runes—often valorise 
themselves as heirs to an occluded tradition stretching back to Northern European antiquity, but 
this paper locates the modern reclamation of runes in a kind of Other Gothic Revival connected 
to Romanticism, reactionary movements and the occult. While historical rune-using peoples 
qualify as Gothic in the foundational linguistic and geographic sense, I will be less concerned 
with the antiquity or otherwise of runic divination than the ideological and discursive roots of 
their modern popular cultural appropriation. This article first examines the quasi-Gothic, 
nationalistic gestalt out of which this appropriation arose in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, including the taint by association with National Socialism. I then consider how, 
despite a kind of Anglo-Americanization which arguably helped rehabilitate the popular cultural 
reception of runes, the field of runecasting remains troubled by völkisch associations. This 
backdrop helps contextualize formative English language runic guidebooks (a type of popular 
manual designed to facilitate divination using runes) and associated media, examples of which 
veer discursively between allegiance to their earlier German revivalist prototypes and more 
generalized Heathen, Neo-pagan and/or New Age subcultures within which runes function as 
quasi-sacred divination texts. I begin and end with the provocation to read the implicated 
guidebook genre as a type of parallel Gothic literature, though one different in a crucial respect 
from the body of prose fiction and other narrative-based media with which the term is usually 
associated. 
 
Keywords: runes, runecasting, Gothic, guidebooks, divination 
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Introduction 
 
Runic guidebooks are a popular genre of divination manual designed to facilitate 
“runecasting” (divination using runes). Similar to the interpretive texts used to 
explicate tarot or I Ching readings, they can be contrasted with the stapled instruction 
booklets that sometimes accompany commercial rune-sets or the weightier, more 
elaborate workbooks used by dedicated practitioners. They generally consist of an 
index of the alleged meanings of the runes of the Elder FuÞark (Futhark) rune-script,1 
often sandwiched between sections that provide a historical rationale and instructions 
on the art of runic divination. Such guides are then deployed in an oracle “reading” in 
which the runes are cast and out of which users construct what I have elsewhere 
described as speculative “narratives of destiny” (Mountfort 2014).  

 
Conflating a popular fortune-telling genre with Gothic literature may seem far-

fetched. The former are a fixture of New Age bookstores and shadowy online Heathen2 
revival groups, while the latter is often framed, in its originating context, as comprising 
“a literary form popular in the period between the publication of Horace Walpole’s The 
Castle of Otranto in 1764 (the second edition was subtitled ‘A Gothic Story’) and Charles 
Maturin’s Melmoth the Wanderer in 1820” (Otto 2004, 439). Gothic literature’s mid-
nineteenth to early twenty-first century offshoots have subsequently continued to 
provide “a vehicle and language for writing about the dark, irrational elements of 
experience and of the mind” (Otto 2004, 439). Even in literature, however, the modern 
and postmodern Gothic splinter into a diversity of features whose aesthetic, thematic 
and theoretical concerns have been widely debated (see Reyes 2015, 12-16). Jerrold E. 
Hogle contends that the Gothic mode has extended to include a variety of “opposed 
conditions” (2002, 9), including those of the natural/supernatural, ancient/modern, 
unconscious/conscious. It encompasses encounters with “the monstrous, the uncanny, 
the sublime and the grotesque” (Piatti-Farnell and Brien 2015, 3) and, among its many 
affects, may be framed more metonymically as concerned with “the legacies of the past 
and its burdens on the present” (Spooner 2006, 8); indeed, even “the stranglehold of the 
past upon the present, or the encroachment of the ‘dark’ ages of oppression upon the 
‘enlightened’ modern era” (Birch and Hooper 2012, 429).  

 
Popular runic guidebooks fit these extended definitions well. Theirs is a world 

which grants natural phenomena the agency of supernatural forces; such texts 
purportedly bring ancient wisdom into a modern context through the uncanny efficacy 
of divination; their rationale is steeped in superstition, visions, auguries, dreams, and 
magic. They valorize a romanticized, pseudo-Gothic past and are an afterglow of a 
discourse of Heathen revivalism with roots going back two centuries but which, via the 
practice of divination, is symbolically actualized in the present day. The runes whose 

                                                 
1 The oldest rune-script, commonly dated to approximately the second century CE. 
2 “Heathen” (capitalized) is the self-identification preferred to alternatives such as “Neopagan” by many 
who consciously practice in revivalist Northern European religious traditions.  
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lore the apprentice runecaster must supposedly master are themselves considered 
symbolic tokens for forces of nature, ancient gods, mythical monsters and talismanic 
objects.3 They evoke forgotten lore, magical rites and, sometimes, secret orders of quasi-
Germanic or Northern European extraction. When ritualistically spread in a cast they 
configure themselves uncannily to address the runecaster as omen, augury and portent, 
thus prompting new, personalized narratives of destiny. I argue rune guidebooks are 
Gothic in all these ways and literary in their primary storytelling function. 

 
The first part of this article locates the historical roots of the genre in what I term 

the “Other” Gothic Revival. The Gothic Revival is most commonly associated, of course, 
with the medieval architectural turn that took the early nineteenth century by storm 
rather than literary texts, except when such follies serve as their picturesque backdrops. 
Here, however, I am more concerned with the mental architecture of the Gothic, and 
with a seminal cultural moment in which antiquarian scholarship and the popular 
imagination fused to invest the putative Gothic past with a Romanticized luminosity—a 
moment which, vis-à-vis divination using runes, continues to enjoy a long afterlife in 
both print literature and cyberspace. The following section looks at the sinister 
requisitioning of runes within what has been termed Gothic Fascism, their popular 
cultural rehabilitation as magical talisman’s in popular fantasy following Tolkien, and a 
postwar move away from the völkisch towards universalism among German occult 
authors who provide the foundation for the modern Anglophone guidebook genre, 
despite racist and reactionary elements persisting in some quarters. Finally, a sample of 
around a dozen guidebooks that have been key to the development of the genre is 
discussed, with attention to their discursive and ideological features and positioning. 
While differing in many particulars, each has as a core narratological function in 
providing the tools for casting user experience in terms of their essentially Gothic 
gestalt. I conclude that runic guidebooks can therefore be regarded as a kind of parallel 
post-/modern Gothic literature, albeit one with a key distinguishing feature from more 
conventional kinds.  
 

Runes and the Other Gothic Revival 
 

Space does not permit a rehash of the vexed debate around the antiquity or otherwise of 
early Germanic, Old Norse or Viking age runecasting, except to note that there is 
equivocal historical evidence which has split scholars into camps both for (e.g. Elliott, 
Flowers, Mees, Osborn, Polomé) and against (Antonsen, Derolez, Griffiths, Page). The 
question of historical authenticity is probably unresolvable after the passage of two 
millennia, challenges to the “authority of the historical chronicle” (Beville 2014, 52) 
being, in any case, a hallmark of the Gothic mode. Whether factual or symbolic, 
mobilizations of such “legacies of the past” form the broader ideological and discursive 
backdrop to the Other Gothic Revival. 

                                                 
3 E.g. Hagalaz (hail), isa (ice), sowulo (sun); Ansuz (a god; Oðinn), Tiwaz (the God Týr), Inguz (the god Ing); 
thurisaz (giant), urox (aurochs); kenaz (pine torch), pertho (*game piece?), othila (ancestral hall), etc.  
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It was at the tail end of the formative Gothic period that Wilhelm Grimm (1786-
1859) first contended in Über deutsche Runen/On German Runes (1827) that the notae 
(signs) that the Roman historian Tacitus discussed in his account of Teutonic divination 
in Germania 10 were in fact the 24 runes of the oldest known runic script, the Elder 
FuÞark. While Jacob Grimm (1785-1863) is famous for his founding work in linguistics, 
especially Grimm’s Law of historical-linguistic sound change, Wilhelm was fascinated 
with folktales and legends (both primary sources for historical Gothic horror) which he 
regarded as keys to the reconstruction of pre-Christian mythology. Über deutsche Runen 
was published along with a translation of The Norwegian Rune Poem, which had been 
unearthed in an old legal manuscript in the Copenhagen University library, Ole 
Worm’s Runir seu Danica literatura antiquissima/Runes: the oldest Danish literature (1636) 
(Clover and Lindow 2015, 165). Runes were “literature” in that like Hebrew and other 
acrostically named scripts each letter has a semantically meaningful name, along with 
three extant rune-poems providing cryptic references to their identities. 4  Wilhelm 
contended that they comprised a morphology rooted in pagan German religion. He 
offered speculative etymologies of their Indo-European origins: for example, his 
reconstruction of the linguistic roots of the wunjo rune, p, led him to argue that its 
original meaning was “perfection” (Polomé 1991, 425-426). As will be seen, this 
Romantic quest to reclaim pagan beliefs based on speculative meanings of runes 
inaugurated a kind of poetics that arcs through precursor or intermediary texts directly 
into the contemporary guidebook genre. 

 
The period was one in which literature and folklore were being conscripted into 

the project of nation building, with national identity and racial lineage especially 
valorized in Northern Europe. Constructions of the Gothic were vital to this project. 
1811, for example, saw the establishment in Sweden of the Götiska Förbundet (Gothic 
League), devoted to the promotion of “Northern mythology,” which was seen as a road 
to moral advancement (Bergsten 2015), with parallel movements in neighbouring 
countries. Over the course of the nineteenth century the Gothic past would be 
increasingly invested with a romanticized luminosity. If the Renaissance breathed new 
life into Classical gods, the Other Gothic Revival would seek to reanimate more local 
deities. In The Twilight of the Idols (1888) Nietzsche relates how, like Goethe, he cannot 
endure the Cross ([1888] 1990, 138-139), while in The Anti-Christ (1888) he complains 
how “the strong races of northern Europe have not repudiated the Christian God” or 
forged a new one of their own making (144). Wagner tapped this cultural moment 
when he adapted the romance cycle of the cursed ring of the Nibelungen, the German 
version of the Norse Völsunga saga, as the centrepiece of his eponymously named opera, 
and when Eugène Grasset (1841-1917), a Swiss-French illustrator, designed a poster for 
the opening of La Valkyrie at the Paris Opera in 1880 that depicted Wotan (Odin) armed 
with a spear and decorated with runes (Pennick 1999, 44). 

 
Also Gothic in inspiration—in the sense of reifying the unconscious as harbinger 

                                                 
4 The Anglo-Saxon Rune Poem, the Norwegian Rune Poem and The Icelandic Rune Poem.  
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of uncanny knowledge—was the first modern attempt to resurrect runes as a system of 
magico-religious practice, via the mystical experiences of Austrian-born occultist Guido 
“von” List (1848-1919).5 A reactionary Romantic dubbed by translator and biographer 
Stephan Flowers as a “doctrinaire racist” (Flowers 1988, 2), List shared the fascination of 
the time with a putative Germanic Ur-culture. Hospitalised in 1902 for an eye operation, 
he spent eleven months blindfolded and in this condition claimed to experience a series 
of visions which revealed to him the “secrets of the runes” (10). The ensuing system of 
“Armanen Runes” was partly literary in genesis, being ostensibly based on the eighteen 
verses from the medieval Icelandic poem Hávamál, where Oðinn (Odin) relates the 
galdrar (spells, incantations) he learned at Mímir’s Well (see Bellows 1936; Dronke 1997; 
Terry 1990). Published in 1908 as Das Geheimnis der Runen/The Secrets of the Runes, List’s 
book reprises metatextually the key role of the revelatory secret in various modes of the 
Gothic (see Shlyak 2004). Though not concerned with divination, it did advance a 
poetics of runic meanings that echoes Wilhelm Grimm’s and acts as a type of 
intermediary to the contemporary guidebook genre. List, however, totalized runes in a 
way few contemporary Anglophone authors would ever consider. He believed he had 
discovered the primordial alphabet, a theme taken a stage further in Briton L.A. 
Waddel’s The Aryan Origin of the Alphabet (1927), which turns philology on its head, 
claiming that the Roman alphabet was based on an ancient Germanic prototype—an 
absurd idea taken up by the National Socialists as propaganda (Pennick 1999, 43) and 
reflected in their occult symbolism (the notorious SS insignia, for instance, was formed 
by doubling sigil, the rune for the Sun). The widespread nature of spurious or 
exaggerated truth claims in revelatory texts concerning runes, including both precursor 
texts and the later guidebook genre, provides a parallel with the theme of “fake 
documentation” (Miller and MacPherson 2006, 10) associated with Gothic literature 
since its genesis.  
  

Gothic Fascism and Rune Magic 
 

The mysticism of blood and soil which colours List’s writings makes for painful reading 
with hindsight; indeed, occult and mystical chauvinism recall the mobilization of the 
monstrous and grotesque by what has been dubbed Gothic Fascism (see Neocleous 
2005, 135-138). However, List died more than a decade before the National Socialists 
came to power and therefore to speak of him in the same breath as Nazism is 
anachronistic. It is important, moreover, to remain critical about the assumption that 
esoteric runology in the period, even in Germany, was necessarily complicit with the 
rise of the Third Reich and its horrors. In the 1920s the mystic Friedrich Marby evolved 
a set of physical exercises which he named Runengymnastik (rune gymnastics), a 
technique further developed by Siegfried Kummer and published in a tome in the early 
1930s under the title Runenyoga (Pennick 1999, 130). Marby was detained in 1936, sent to 
Dachau, and spent nine years in concentration camps. Many rune “magicians” suffered 
similar persecution along with other non-conformists under the Reich (Jones and 
                                                 
5 The adoption of the aristocratic prefix “von” was an affectation, as List lacked the supporting genealogy.  
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Pennick 1997, 219), suggesting not all contemporary occult mobilizations of runes were 
inherently Fascist.  
 

The issue is an important one, as the taint of Nazi iconography and the aberrant 
mysticism from which it sprang cast a long shadow over runes. In the immediate post-
war years Germanic variants of the script were virtually untouchable, despite on-going 
research into Anglo-Saxon runes in the epigraphical tradition remaining a staple of Old 
English studies at Anglo-American universities. Many scholars, including distinguished 
linguist R.I. Page and one of the principal authorities on ancient Norse religion, Hilda 
Davidson, conflate “Teutonic mysticism” with esoteric runology and categorically 
distance themselves from both. Their works remain in print and are often quoted in 
their respective fields. In An Introduction to English Runes ([1973] 2006) Page wrote: 

 

This belief, that the runes were magical, attracts the fluffy-minded in modern 
times (just as, incidentally, it appealed to the Teutonic mysticism of some Nazi 
supporters in the 1930s). Our age shows a lamentable tendency to flee from 
reason, common sense and practicality into the realms of superstition and 
fantasy, and the runes have been taken up into this. (12) 

 

Enlightenment values of reason and common-sense are juxtaposed with the Gothic 
recesses of “superstition of fantasy,” with the inferred kinship with Nazism underlining 
the mood of cultural panic over perceived encroachments of the dark, irrational and 
supernatural. In The Lost Beliefs of Northern Europe (1993) Hilda Davidson takes similar 
aim at Heathen revivalists: 

 

It is useless to attempt to recreate it [Northern pagan religion] as a living way of 
faith, as some have attempted to do... The attempts of Nazi Germany to recreate 
non-existent Aryan religion belonging to the heroic past and its hideous 
consequences should be sufficient warning against such attempts to catch a fallen 
star and return it to the heavens again. (162) 

 

Some unsavoury occult and esoteric groups continue to “dabble” in Nazism, including 
those self-identifying as Gothic such as the far-right “Dark Wave” fanatics in Germany 
(Hooper 2002). However, it is perhaps uncharitable to note that Davidson’s line is 
uncomfortably reminiscent of Hitler’s own statement in 1941: “It seems to me that 
nothing would be more foolish than to re-establish the worship of Wotan. Our old 
mythology ceased to be viable when Christianity implanted itself” (Jones and Pennick 
1997, 208). Such admonitions have done little to impede contemporary attempts to re-
establish the worship of Oðinn, Freyja and other old Norse gods: the Heathen faith 
Ásatrú is now an official religion of Iceland and it has recently been reported that the 
island is building its first Viking temple in the thousand years since official conversion 
in 1000 CE (Addley 2015).  
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While extremist groups continue to blight runology by association (see below), 
runes have little overt connection with Fascist or racist causes in mainstream popular 
culture today, having if anything acquired a sanitized “New Age” aura. At the risk of 
over-simplification, it could be argued that their popular rehabilitation has consisted in 
part of a kind of Anglo-Americanization of their spheres of cultural appropriation, with 
J.R.R. Tolkien’s fantasy fictions representing a key cultural moment—though of course 
in relation to runes’ iconographic status rather than the outlier practice of divination. 
Tolkien had been elected Chair of Anglo-Saxon at Oxford in 1925 (Shippey 2001, x) and 
knew the historical FuÞarks well. When The Hobbit was originally published in 1937 its 
cover was ringed, like Wotan’s sword, with runes, though from the Anglo-Saxon 
FuÞark. Indeed, as mentioned in the book’s preface, Tolkien “translated” his Dwarf 
Runes (also known as the Moon Runes of Erebor) using the Anglo-Saxon rune-row—a 
29-31 letter version which evolved in England around the beginning of the ninth 
century. There the Elf-lord Elrond is introduced as someone who “knew about runes of 
every kind” (Tolkien [1937] 1997, 50) and who can read the mysterious “Moon letters” 
(runes) inscribed on an old map and invented by Dwarves long ago (51). But The Lord of 
the Rings (1954) required more than the Moon Runes, and Tolkien furnished the sextet 
with several novel scripts, including the 60-stave Angerthas rune-script. Many of its 
sigils are based on genuine rune-scripts, including the Elder FuÞark. Examples include 
the letters and .6 In The Return of the King the Lady Éowyn 
gifts the hobbit Merry an ancient horn on which “there were set runes of great virtue,” 
(Tolkien 1997b, 956) and there is ample evidence to support the inference that Tolkien 
had contemplated the morphologically meaningful as well as epigraphical traditions of 
“runelore.” The wizard Gandalf, for example, signs himself with a rune, , which with 
its two branches radiating upward from a stem is a kind of inversion of the Elder 
FuÞark rune Ansuz (meaning “a god” and commonly glossed as “Oðinn’s rune”), .  

 
Arguably, Tolkien’s fiction helped infuse runes with the aura of charm, mystery 

and magic that they continue to exude in the popular imagination. He did not engage in 
the kind of poetics associated with the German authors discussed above or more 
contemporary guidebooks below, so stands outside of the “tradition” with which this 
article is primarily concerned. However, he shared with the Grimm’s a Romantic quest 
to reconstruct pagan (albeit English) mythology through textual clues and traces, and 
there is an undeniable cross-over of source material of ultimately Germanic or Northern 
European extraction — including “magical” runescripts, dark sorcerers, the undead, 
and ritual talismans — in Tolkien (and modern fantasy more generally) and the Gothic 
“in its most loose-limbed sense” (Tibbetts 2011, 4). Direct heirs to this assignation are 
Dungeons and Dragons and the wider Sword and Sorcery genre (see for example 
Warhammer Fantasy) including many contemporary MMRPG’s (Massive Multi-player 
Role Playing Games), where runes are frequently charged with magical power in their 
respective gameworlds. In fact, runes are arguably among the most recognizably Gothic 
                                                 
6 I would like to acknowledge Bruce Kvam’s True Type Font freeware for the Cirth-Angerthas fonts used 
in this document. 
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fixtures of fantasy, while, conversely, their symbolic rehabilitation in popular culture 
has occurred partly through widespread deployment in fantasy genres, from fiction to 
gaming. 

 
Nonetheless, the postwar rekindling of interest in “actual” magical uses of runes 

entered the Anglosphere via another route: namely, German authors and members of 
occult associations who, in Edred Thorsson’s words, “lead esoteric runology in the 
direction of universalism and away from the volkisch interpretations” (1987, 68). These 
included the reformed Armanen Orden, which List had founded, in the 1950s and the 
formation of Fraternitus Saturni (Brotherhood of Saturn), headed by Karl Spiesberger, 
which synthesised many of the ideas of such rune-magicians as List, Marby and 
Kummer. Spiesberger himself published two works—Runenmagie (1955) and 
Runenexerzitien fur Jedermann/Rune exercises for Everyone (1958) which, as the latter’s title 
suggests, repudiates the connection between runes and racial exclusivity. The Armanen 
Orden was again rekindled in 1969 by Adolf and Sigrun Schleipfer, in the interests of 
returning adepts to an occult tradition of Germanic extraction, as distinct from the more 
general “Western Mysteries.” Their practices spread to England and America in the 
1970s and early 80s with such organisations as the Odinic Rite, Ásatrú Free Assembly, 
and Rune-Gild (Thorsson 1987, 67-69; Gardell 2003; Kaplan 1997).  

 
Despite the move away from the völkisch, in some quarters, particularly in the 

US, the more extreme branches of Heathenism remain connected to ethnic chauvinistic, 
even white supremacist, causes. In Gods of the Blood: the Pagan Revival and White 
Separatism (2003) Mattias Gardell surveyed fringe groups at the darker end of the 
Anglophone Germanic revival, including Aryan Revolutionary Paganism, Ethnic 
Ásatrú, “Darkside” Ásatrú, and Occult National Socialism. These loose-knit splinter 
groups can be seen within the wider context of racist and reactionary religious dogmas 
in the US, though they continue to be affiliated with European counterparts who also 
commonly conscript runes into their iconography and rites. Gardell notes, for example, 
that “Swedish activists involved with the racist scene have long used Norse symbols to 
further their cause” and appropriations of “runes and other Norse symbols” within an 
historically flawed narrative “provide illustration of how a mythical dimension inherent 
in nationalism works to project the imagined ‘nation’ back into legendary times” (227). 
Arguably the “nation” functions for such latter-day reactionaries as a kind of idealized 
homeland for their self-mythologizing, metonymically akin to the haunted mansion in 
more conventional modes of the Gothic.  

 
Although supremacist fixations with “blood and race” have relatively limited 

currency in the English-speaking reappropriation of runes, Gardell observes that “the 
most cursory glimpse at white-racist publications, Web pages, and white power lyrics 
reveals muscular heathens, pagan gods and goddesses, runes and symbols, magic and 
esoteric themes in abundance” (1). Moreover, as Jeffrey Kaplan argued in Radical 
Religion in America: Millenarian Movements from the Far Right to the Children of Noah, “The 
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runes are central to the Northern Way, serving to differentiate the Norse/Germanic 
tradition from other neopagan communities. They are an initial port of entry for a 
number of Asatruers who report being drawn to the tradition by an interest in runes” 
(1997, 74). Authors in the popular guidebook genre generally steer clear of the more 
extreme völkisch ideologies. Yet while the former tend more towards the Romantic than 
reactionary pole of the spectrum, their respective subcultures ultimately have common 
roots in what I have dubbed the Other Gothic Revival. 
 

Anglophone Runic Guidebooks 
 

The formative period for the Anglophone runic guidebook was the 1980s and 1990s, 
decades in which the genre’s major frames of reference and formal constraints were 
established. Focus on a “utopian sample” (to use Roland Barthes’ phrase) can help 
identify generic features and contextualize subsequent contributions, including the vast 
body of online content available now on the Web and via divination apps. The majority 
remain in print and are among the “meatier” contributions to the genre in terms of 
scope and popular cultural influence. Despite frequently advancing truth claims, and in 
some cases built on genuine scholarship, they could be regarded as “fictional” works in 
the sense that contemporary linguists and cultural anthropologists have largely 
abandoned the Frazerian quest to uncover Heathen survivals embedded in ancient 
scripts, literature, or folk practices as scholastically non-viable. Via the German occult 
societies discussed in the previous section they are, however, heirs to that Other Gothic 
Revival initiated in part by Wilhelm Grimm and his Romantic search for pre-Christian 
mythology in Gothic folktales and the conjectural meanings of the Elder FuÞark runes, 
and in some cases, at least, its conscription by reactionary elements. Their literary 
dimension lies in how they draw on myths concerning gods and other arcane matter to 
facilitate the generation of new and novel narratives, a point I will return to below, and 
reflects Lorna Piatti-Farnell and Maria Beville’s notion of Gothic remains as “textual 
legacies that also have a bearing on ethnography and cultural narratives of the shared 
everyday where the uncanny imagination becomes intertwined with spiritual beliefs” 
(2014, 10). Indeed, runes themselves, if not runic guidebooks, function as quasi-sacred 
texts for many runecasters in that they are literally guides to being and acting in the 
world. 

 
Marijane Osborn and Stella Longland’s Rune Games (1982) combines genuine 

research (Osborn read Old English literature for her doctorate at Stanford) and 
imaginative reconstruction to provide a guide to “the ancient runic letters … as oracles” 
(Osborn and Longland 1982, 1). They claim that The Anglo-Saxon Rune Poem (see Halsall 
1981) and Scandinavian counterparts (see Ross 1990, 1994) were “a series of oracular 
utterances” and state that “it is divination by oracles that concerns us here” (Osborn 
and Longland 1982, 96) as opposed to mere fortune-telling. Runes, they claimed, could 
be used “to trigger unused creative potentials” (97). Despite its New-Age tone the text 
was grounded in historical scholarship, with the ASRP providing the basis of the 
auguries attributed to each stave. By contrast, Ralph Blum’s The Book of Runes: A 
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Handbook for the Use of an Ancient Oracle: The Viking Runes, also published in 1982 (and 
the best-selling runic guidebook to date), spurned all historical sources. Blum 
acknowledged the seminal influence of “a unique course” entitled “The Oracular 
Tradition” taught by Dr. Allan W. Anderson at the Department of Religious Studies, 
San Diego State University. The course focused on the I Ching as, in Anderson’s words, 
“the only systematic sacred text we possess” (quoted in Blum 1994, 11) and Blum 
ransacked the pages of the ancient Chinese oracle in order to fill the gaps in his putative 
runic oracle, spontaneously divining the order of his runes rather than following the 
three aettir (eight-stave sequences) into which the Elder FuÞark was traditionally 
organized (see Barnes 2006).  

 
One of Blum’s chief critics is Edred Thorsson, who denounces such 

“bastardisations” and names Blum as a chief “offender” (1988, 8). Thorsson’s early 
guides, in particular, drew heavily on the German “Rune masters” of the early- to mid-
twentieth century occult movements, and in particular the work of Guido von List, 
whose Secrets Thorsson translated in his alter-ego as academic rune-scholar Stephen 
Flowers. His work is one example of a direct link between the German and Anglophone 
runic guidebooks. Thorsson/Flowers’ consideration of the Elder FuÞark is underpinned 
by doctoral research in Germanic religion and folk-beliefs at the University of Texas, 
Austin, under the distinguished rune scholar Edgar Polomé. Thorsson was also 
instrumental in setting up the Rune-Gild, in Austin, Texas, in 1979, which has since 
become an international association that claims for itself the “scientific” (i.e. scholarly) 
as well as magical study of the runes, and he has been a key mover in the establishment 
in America of several branches of Ásatrú (Gardell 2003, 276). Basing his runic auguries 
on the Anglo-Saxon and related Scandinavian rune-poems, Thorsson regards their use 
as simultaneously developing human potential and opening a doorway into the 
putative cultural tradition within which runes were allegedly primary religious tokens. 

 
In Futhark: A Handbook of Rune Magic (1984) Thorsson set out to strip runes of 

“foreign” elements—by which he means Judaic-Christian glosses—but, in case the 
remark is taken out of context, goes on to condemn the conscription of runes by the 
National Socialists, stating that “[d]uring the Nazi regime all things ‘Germanic’ were 
mobilised and perverted towards manipulative ends” (16). His follow-up work, 
Runelore (1987), offers an interesting investigation into the history of the script from the 
so-called Elder Age to the present day. Thorsson’s best-selling book, however, was 
released under the title At the Well of Wyrd: A Handbook of Runic Divination in 1988. Here 
the Teutonic mysticism of earlier works has softened somewhat in tone; this more 
pragmatic, popularly-oriented manual is specifically designed for the purposes of 
divination and revolves (as many guidebooks do) around an index of the Elder FuÞark 
runes and their conjectured divinatory meanings. Thorsson’s commentaries on each 
rune are prefaced by his own translations of the three rune-poems, although the author 
draws on mythology and lore from a wide range of insular sources. Thorsson has the 
edge over Blum’s popular editions in engaging historical sources, with the pan-
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Germanic mysticism of his early works, informed as they are by his researches into the 
genre’s twentieth century German precursors, receding with the decades. 

 
Michael Howard is one of two well-known British authors in the field, Nigel 

Pennick being the other, who helped popularize a more general concern with magical 
scripts. Author of Runes and other Magical Alphabets (1978), Howard is a contemporary 
Pagan author well known for his editorship of The Cauldron, one of the longest-lived 
magazines of the Wiccan (i.e. Modern Pagan Witchcraft) world (Hutton 1999, 371-372). 
His most popular contribution, Wisdom of the Runes (1985) charts a middle ground 
between the extremes of the apocryphal Blum and committed Odinist Thorsson. 
Traditionalist to the extent that he prefixes his interpretations with the appropriate 
Anglo Saxon Rune Poem verses, Howard provides a relatively informed introduction to 
the history of the field with conjectural meanings of the individual runes in Northern 
European lore. Nigel Pennick’s interest in alphabetic mysticism and related subjects is 
reflected in several tomes devoted to runes and the Irish Celtic script, ogham. In The 
Secret Lore of Runes and Other Ancient Alphabets (1991), he investigates the overall field of 
esoteric uses of various ancient or arcane scripts: Hebrew, Greek, magical and 
alchemical. Pennick’s research was often cited in Johanna Drucker’s formative study, 
The Alphabetic Labyrinth: The Letters in Art History and the Imagination (1995), one of the 
stand-out scholarly texts on extra-phonetic meanings of letters—a debt that renders 
ironic her put down of Secret Lore as “a recent exposition by a true believer” (311).  
  

Pennick followed up Secret Lore with Secrets of the Runes in 1992, with translations 
from Icelandic literature and The Anglo-Saxon Rune Poem. Secrets is, however, primarily 
a practitioner’s book of runecasting informed by the author’s wider interest in the so-
called Earth Mysteries (see Hutton 1999, 129-130 for an extended scholarly discussion). 
Of the place of runes within the “Northern Tradition,” Pennick suggests a flexible 
approach: 

 

If [runes] are to have any value at all, both meanings and the magical uses of the 
runes must relate to present conditions. Of course, whilst there are some 
meanings that will never be appropriate for certain runes, they must always be 
understood in terms of present conditions. This creative, non-dogmatic 
approach is a characteristic aspect of the Northern Tradition today, as it was in 
past times. (11)  

 

He authored a further quasi-encyclopaedic tome in the Complete Illustrated Guide to 
Runes (1999), perhaps the broadest overall study to date on revivalist uses of runes. A 
number of runic scripts other than the Elder FuÞark are considered for their divinatory 
potential: Anglo-Saxon, Northumbrian, Younger FuÞark, Medieval, Armanen and 
Gothic.  

 
In 1988 Freya Aswynn’s Leaves of Yggdrasil contributed to the guide genre its first 

“goddess-centred” approach to runic divination. A self-proclaimed “priestess of 
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Wodan,” Aswynn sets out to resurrect seiðr (sethr), a magical tradition connected in 
Norse mythology to her adopted namesake, the goddess Freyja, who is said in the Poetic 
Edda to have inculcated Oðinn into the art of Vanir magic (see DeBois 1999, 121-138; 
Jones and Pennick 1997, 150-151). Asswyn tends towards the traditionalist ideology 
epitomized among the English-speaking revivalists by Thorsson. Much of her 
commentary is directed towards spellcraft rather than runecasting proper, although 
these two practices (magic and divination) are closely linked for many modern 
revivalists. Another feature of her work is a more systematic emphasis on Norse 
mythology as found in the extant Icelandic literary corpus. Leaves of Yggdrasil was 
republished and updated in 1998 with an accompanying CD which includes haunting 
chants or galdrar (spells, incantations) based on Norse lays such as Voluspá, Hávamál and 
Sigdrífomál, and remains in print under the title Northern Mysteries and Magic: Runes and 
Feminine Powers (2002). 
  

Another vexed arena in the guide genre arises when figures in the Heathen or 
Neopagan movement lay claims to initiated knowledge. Kenneth Meadows, whose 
Rune Power appeared in 1996, is an author who references oral teachings purportedly 
given to him in outlying rural areas of Sweden. Contemporaneous critical works such 
as Aiden Kelley’s Crafting the Art of Magic (1992) and Ronald Hutton’s The Triumph of the 
Moon: A History of Modern Pagan Witchcraft (1999) employ sophisticated techniques of 
textual analysis to show how endemic exaggerated claims of this kind were in the 
general field of Pagan revivalism in the mid-late-twentieth century, tying back to the 
point made about fake documentation in relation to the discussion of List and Waddel’s 
work. Folklore itself, including the kind of tales collected by the Grimm’s or patched 
together by Elias Lönrott to form the Finnish national epic, the Kalevala, is no longer 
thought of as prehistoric survivals but textual formalizations of secondary orality (Ong 
1982) that are products of their specific time and place. Meadows “teachings” may, at 
best, derive from groups and organizations which date to the folkloric revivals of the 
nineteenth century discussed above; the survival of genuinely ancient initiatory 
societies dating from times immemorial in the Swedish countryside, or anywhere else, 
is unlikely, to say the least.  

 
Truth claims based on overt or tacit appeals to initiated knowledge nonetheless 

underpin a common rationale for oracle guidebooks that I have discussed elsewhere: 
their tendency to offer themselves as correctives to previous authorities (Mountfort 
2014). Rune Power sought to reform understanding of the Elder FuÞark runes in several 
respects. First, Meadows claims that the original order of the alphabet placed ur first 
and fehu at the end of the script, giving us the Elder UÞarkg. While early FuÞarks may 
not have been standardized (Barnes 2006) there is little evidence to recommend this 
particular change, which seems designed to position the author as a privileged 
authority rather than tell us anything particularly compelling about runes. Second, in 
moves reminiscent of canonical medieval distinctions between High and Low magic, 
Meadows distinguishes between abuses of runes as a “Magickal” system (a reference to 
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Aleister Crowley’s brand of ceremonial “Magick”) for purposes of personal power with 
the ethical practices of the “authentic” runic shaman. For Meadows his UÞarkg staves 
form a “shamanic mystery language” accessed via divination for the purposes of self-
knowledge. 

 
These examples form a utopian sample of a dozen texts from the formative 

period of the Anglophone runic guidebook genre, the 1980s and 1990s, which help 
define the territory to this day. With the exception of Runes Games they remain in print 
or at least circulation and—although the subject is too vast to broach here—are very 
much in play in contemporary media through their influence on online divination 
engines and in (often heated) web discussion threads. Ralph Blum’s Book of Runes 
franchise remains far-and-away the best-selling, and helps ensure that runes sit 
alongside tarot cards, resin dragons and the I Ching in the cabinets of esoteric 
bookshops and online catalogues. Contributions by Ásatrúers or committed Odinists 
such as Thorsson and Freya Asswyn are comparatively rare in the popular New Age 
mill-house press, with most published tomes sitting somewhere between a generalized 
Northern Tradition, Neopagan or New Age approach. With meanings derived from 
these print sources and their offspring on websites or in apps, runecasters deploy the 
script as a codex of signs representing natural and supernatural forces, objects and 
characters to project their imagined futures as new or novel narratives of destiny. 

 
Conclusion 

 
I would argue that the dozens if not hundreds of popular runic guidebooks now in 
circulation (and the hundreds if not thousands of online correlates) constitute a type of 
Gothic literature that is a late offshoot of the Other Gothic Revival. Such texts are not, of 
course, Gothic fiction in the primary literary sense of the genre. However, in 
representing a powerful affect of the “past upon the present” and indeed 
“encroachment” of a reconstructed “Dark Age” or early medieval Heathen practice on 
the supposedly “’enlightened’ modern era,” they conform to the broader gestalt of the 
Gothic, while their origins in Romantic (and often reactionary) movements of the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that valorized the “Northern” and “Germanic” 
and, indeed, “Gothic” locates them in a parallel cultural strata to the foundational 
mainstream Gothic with its roots in folklore and legend. Given their evocation of 
fundamental Gothic dichotomies between the natural/supernatural, ancient/modern, 
unconscious/conscious I do not see their thematic concerns or affects as separating 
them insuperably from other post-/modern storytelling media that may be broadly 
dubbed Gothic.  

 
There is, however, one key distinguishing feature. Runecasting is a form of 

divination, which was traditionally viewed in the West as a transgressive, heretical 
form of magic (Luck 2006, 4), and runic guidebooks purport to assist the user to 
operationalize supernatural and occult forces which Gothic fictions merely represent (and 
frequently sensationalize) in literary form. Perhaps the closest related performance 
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media are Gothic-themed cosplay and other elements of what Piatti-Farnell and Beville 
term “living Gothic,” which characteristically “emerges as a dimension based on textual 
legacies, as much as on systems of practical re-enactment” (2014, 11). In terms of 
predominantly print and text-based literature, however, runic guidebooks are unique in 
valorizating “actual” magical ritual using runes purportedly endowed with potent 
meanings and talismanic properties in a randomizing processes to generate new, 
personalized narratives of destiny in an extended, metonymic performance of the 
Gothic. The resulting uncanny body of literature nonetheless shares one final, key 
feature with its more celebrated media modes such as the novel, television and films: it 
is no mere historical curiosity but an ongoing fixture of popular culture. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The figure of the comic book hero Batman has been repeatedly associated to Gothic imagery and 
themes in many of its incarnations. Christopher Nolan’s recent cinematic trilogy on “the Dark 
Knight” has been instead mainly interpreted as dissociated from the Gothic impressionism 
characterizing many of the previous representations of the Caped Crusader. By applying many 
theories on the Gothic genre to Nolan’s films and by comparing the latter with the works of his 
predecessors, I shall argue that the recent cinematic trilogy on Batman actually utilizes many 
Gothic conventions, both visually and in its narrative. Gothic elements shall be respectively 
traced in the director’s focus on the protagonist’s trauma, in the representation of Gotham City, 
in the characterization of the villains and in the mythology of terror surrounding the 
protagonist. Indeed, Bruce Wayne’s alter ego is intentionally constructed as the “Other”, whose 
presence only apparently threatens to disturb the boundaries of civilization and rationality, but 
who actually fights for the defence of liberal democracy and the public sphere. Contrary to the 
disturbance of the status quo usually enacted by villains in comic books and in their cinematic 
adaptations as much as in horror films and Gothic novels, in Nolan’s trilogy Gothic conventions 
are therefore instrumental to the re-establishment of the social order.  
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Since the creation of the character in Detective Comics #�� �� ����� ������  �! "$%&'()&

an incredibly vast franchise spanning animated and live-action TV series, cinematic 
films (there have been eleven films released since 1943), videogames and merchandise 
products. Comic books such as Frank Miller’s The Dark Knight Returns and Grant 
Morrison’s Batman: Arkham Asylum – which are some of the most celebrated graphic 
novels of the past decades – and the cinematic films by Tim Burton and Joel 
Schumacher have all contributed to the creation of an intense scholarly debate on what 
has been considered as “the most complex character ever to appear in comic books and 
graphic novels” (White and Arp 2008, 1). All of these disparate texts have often 
influenced each other, generating a series of borrowings, adaptations and a “web of 
cross references” (Meehan, qtd. in Brooker 2012, x) from which the Caped Crusader 
definitely emerges as an intertextual character. Jim Collins describes such a process as 
“multiple narrativizations of the same figure” (qtd. in Brooker 2012, x), a figure which 
therefore exists in numerous variants and cannot be confined to a single authority. 
Specifically, the two main versions of the Dark Knight, that have been set against each 
other in the past four decades by both fans and critics, oppose the dark and violent 
vigilante pictured in comic books by Dennis O’ Neill and Neal Adams (in the 1970s) 
and by Frank Miller, Alan Moore and Grant Morrison (during the 1980s and 1990s) to 
“the fun Batman, the playful Batman, the camp Batman” (Brooker 2012, xii) represented 
in the 1950s comics, in the Pop Art of the ABC TV series (1966-68) and in Schumacher’s 
Batman Forever (1994) and Batman and Robin (1997). 
  

According to Randall M. Jensen, the hallmarks of the Gothic in the comic books 
on Batman are: “the architecture of Gotham cityscape and [. . .] the pervasive presence 
of fear, the unknown, and the uncanny” as well as the constant “movement of the past 
into the present” (2008, 92). The latter is a frequent thematic concern of many Gothic 
narratives, whose “retrospective direction” is voluntarily utilized by the genre’s authors 
for the purpose of re-enacting personal and socio-cultural trauma, as Andrea 
Juranovsky points out (2014). Gothic tales often linger on the characters’ memories of a 
traumatic and shattering encounter, of an unwanted epiphany (Bruhm 2002, 268). In the 
case of Batman, the return of the past and the re-enactment of trauma are primarily 
related to the psychological characterization of the protagonist, who has witnessed the 
murder of his parents when he was a boy. Such an act of violence is explicitly portrayed 
in Miller’s The Dark Knight Returns (2002) and Alan Moore’s The Killing Joke (2008) as 
well as in the two films by Burton and the animated TV series Batman: The Animated 
Series (1992-95). All  of these texts linger on the repetitiveness of the traumatic event in 
the protagonist’s mind by means of involuntary flashbacks, precisely as is the case of 
many persons who suffer from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (Herbert and Didonna 
2006, 46-47; Brewing 2009, 177).  

 
Nolan utilizes Gothic conventions when he focuses on the representation of the 

protagonist’s fears and traumas. Indeed, in Batman Begins (2005) fear becomes the basis 
of Bruce’s training in the monastery of the League of Shadows: as his mentor Ra’s al 
Ghul (Liam Neeson) explains, the young millionaire (interpreted by Christian Bale) 
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must master his own fears in order to manipulate those of other individuals. Fear is 
specifically associated to the protagonist’s memories of his parents’ murder and his first 
traumatizing encounter with the bats living in the cave under his mansion. Indeed, the 
sequences representing his training are alternated with those depicting the untimely 
death of his father and mother, and his fall into the well leading to the cave. The latter 
scene is repeated throughout the first instalment in the trilogy and again in the third 
film The Dark Knight Rises (2012), which suggests that the protagonist never ceases to be 
haunted by this memory, even when he has won over his phobia of the nocturnal 
creatures. Nolan repeatedly underlines that Bruce is a psychologically damaged 
character, that he is haunted by the ghosts of his parents. Precisely as is the case of 
many characters in Gothic fiction and horror films, the viewers’ attention is repeatedly 
directed towards the protagonist’s psychological conflicts, his past traumas and 
phobias. 
  

A good analogy for the protagonist’s embrace of his own fears and his descent 
into darkness is then represented in the scene of the exploration of the cave in Batman 
Begins. In this sequence, Bruce voluntarily climbs down the well into which he fell when 
he was only a child and enters the opening leading him to the centre of the barely-lit 
cavern. After an initial exploration of the subterranean meanders he raises his glance 
and willingly disturbs with the light of his torch the bats sleeping on the cave’s roof. A 
medium shot then portrays him while standing in the middle of the subterranean 
environment, surrounded by thousands of bats that circle him in a cloud, whereas the 
following close-up shot of his serene face demonstrates that he is not frightened by 
them anymore. The camera then suddenly presents an establishing shot framing the 
protagonist in the middle of the flying bats and showing that he has become one with 
the surrounding dark environment and its nocturnal inhabitant – an animal that can be 
barely tamed by human beings and is often associated in the popular imaginary with 
witchcraft and the occult. Bruce actually becomes one with the dark and defeats his 
phobia of bats and his past trauma by blurring the difference between himself and what 
he previously perceived as a “hostile” other. It is in this moment that he begins to 
impersonate the image of a bat through his masked alter ego, which is thus 
intentionally constructed as the figure of the “Other”. Precisely as in Victorian Gothic, 
there is the “recognition that the Other is a part of ourselves and not a purely objective 
domain that can be simply contained, destroyed, or denied” (Aguirre 1998, 212). The 
association of the character with fear is therefore established through the recognition of 
the Other as a part of the individual, as it occurs in Robert Louis Stevenson’s 1886 The 
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1994), in which the potion created by the 
eponymous Doctor allows for the evil part of the self to be brought on the surface and 
become exteriorized. 

 
Another link between Batman and the Gothic genre is established by the 

characterization of the metropolitan space of Gotham City, a unique urban setting 
among superheroes comic books and their cinematic adaptations. In many versions of 
the Caped Crusader’s adventures the city is indeed represented as a dark and chaotic 
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environment in which criminality flourishes. It is depicted as an over-populated 
metropolis, whose numerous skyscrapers are elaborately adorned with enormous 
statues and gargoyles recalling Gothic architecture. Such Gothic aspects are 
indisputably present in the popular films Batman (1989) and Batman Returns (1992) by 
Tim Burton, whose unique visual style transforms places such as streets, cathedrals, 
factories, zoos and sewers into uncanny environments haunted by the villains. Burton’s 
Gotham is, as Alan Jones suggests, a “tainted Metropolis of neon and steam” (2002, 49) 
whose streets are dirty and whose “greyness and deep shadows [represent] the 
darkness apparent in Batman’s psyche” (Page 2007, 170). The darkness of the setting 
reflects also the tormented psyche of villains such as Catwoman (Michelle Pfeiffer) and 
the Penguin (Danny DeVito), as Ryan Weldon points out when arguing that “the dark 
Gothic shadows and midcentury styling of Burton’s Gotham City provide a backdrop 
that resonates with the internal struggles of the characters” (2014, 31). Gothic 
impressionism is also conveyed through the many establishing shots of the 
exaggeratedly-high skyscrapers and the high-angle frames utilized to represent Batman 
on the top of them. 

 
Contrary to previous films, in Nolan’s cinematic trilogy Gotham is apparently 

represented only through a realistic perspective. The metropolis can in fact be easily 
identified with New York: viewers could hardly confuse it for a fictional place. Many 
establishing frames and crane shots present the actual geographical shape and structure 
of the American city without the addition of fictive statues and arches. According to 
Will Brooker, Nolan’s films are therefore located “more in relation to the conventions of 
the crime movie than the ultra-faithful comic book translation such as Sin City and 
Watchmen” (2012, 53). Brooker affirms that these films follow “thriller logic rather than 
superhero fantasy” (2012, 94). However, Brooker’s argument does not exclude the 
possibility to qualify such an urban space as Gothic. Indeed, the Gothic genre is not 
necessarily opposite to realism, as Kelly Hurley affirms when arguing that Gothic texts 
“demonstrate a more or less antagonistic relation to realist literary practice” (2002, 194) 
– which is evident, for example, in the literary works by Charles Dickens, who 
appropriated the Gothic in several of his novels “in the service of both realism and 
polemic” (Punter and Byron 2004, 28). Specifically, Nolan characterizes the urban space 
as Gothic by means of the mise-en-scs�)* +� Batman Begins, for example, the decadence 
of the metropolis and corruption of its citizens as well as the contrast between the 
poverty and dirt dominating in the streets of the lower levels and the “higher” levels of 
the city are emphasized by the opposition between the dismal colours and shadows of 
the scenes set in the former areas and the vivid colours and luminosity of the sequences 
set in Wayne mansion and in the administrative and business areas of the city. Nolan’s 
representation of Gotham can be therefore inscribed in the tradition of the darker and 
more brutal Batman exemplified by the graphic novels of Miller, who depicts “the city 
that’s given up” (2002, 12), as the stylized Bruce Wayne affirms in The Dark Knight 
Returns over a background of skyscrapers decorated by gargoyles. 
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Certainly, Nolan’s representation of Gotham is more back-to-basics than that of 
his cartoonish cinematic predecessors. However, the director uses Gothic conventions 
also in the representation of many of the urban scenes in which Batman is present. 
Indeed, in many sequences drab colours, a dark mise-en-scs�) ��& � )  )�,-

impressionism of the images prevail, precisely as is the case of the majority of horror 
films and Gothic TV programmes such as The X-Files (1993-2002), Millennium (1996-99) 
and American Horror Story (2012-). The urban space is transformed into a Gothic 
environment especially in connection with the presence of the Dark Knight. The 
nocturnal sequences of Batman Begins set in the barely-lit interior of buildings such as 
Arkham Asylum never allow a clear and total view of the environment for the 
spectator, and constantly allude to a threatening presence lurking in the dark. Similarly, 
the figure of Batman gliding among the skyscrapers of Hong Kong, suddenly 
materializing on the roofs of Gotham, taking the place of a gargoyle or emerging from 
darkness in a prison cell in The Dark Knight (2008) as well as the character’s uncanny 
talent for appearing unexpectedly from the dark of the night and disappearing into it 
are likewise suggestive of the representation of villains in many horror films. This is 
precisely what occurs in Sam Raimi’s The Evil Dead (1981), Clive Barker’s Hellraiser 
(1987), Eric Red’s Bad Moon (1996) and Andrezej Bartkowiak’s Doom (2006). In all of 
these films the inimical presence appears from the dark of the night and, after attacking 
the story’s protagonists, vanishes back into it.  

 
Moreover, the urban milieu is actually constructed as a haunting environment 

where excessive passions are enacted. This occurs near the end of Batman Begins, when 
the vaporization of the water supply containing the hallucinogenic drug ordered by 
Ra’s al Ghul transforms the streets of the area of the Narrows into a sort of ghost town, 
with clouds of white smoke rising from everywhere. In this scene, the citizens become 
extremely violent because they experience a series of hallucinations in which children 
look like white-eyed zombies and the Dark Knight appears as a monster menacingly 
flying over them and breathing fire from the mouth. Gotham is therefore constructed as 
an antithetical location, which, precisely like castles, ruins and labyrinths in Gothic 
literary texts, is the ideal environment where “selfish, criminal, and sexual passions are 
enacted” (Botting 2004, 260). Precisely as is the case of Victorian tales such as Arthur 
Machen’s 1894 novella “The Great God Pan” (2009) and Richard Marsh’s 1897 best-
selling novel The Beetle: A Mystery (2007), the metropolitan space becomes haunted, a 
frightening location in which citizens are victimized by the villains.  

 
On the other hand, the very fact that in The Dark Knight Rises Gotham’s bridges 

have been destroyed and thus prevent the city’s inhabitants to escape during the 
nuclear bomb’s countdown epitomizes the “anxiety with no possibility to escape” that 
Mario Praz identifies as a characteristic of the Gothic at large (qtd. in Dryden 2003, 39). 
Although Praz specifically refers to the typical claustrophobic locations of Gothic novels 
– such as the secret subterranean passages of the castle in Horace Walpole’s 1764 The 
Castle of Otranto (2009) and Bram Stoker’s 1897 Dracula (1994), the abandoned and 
decaying apartments in Clara Reeve’s 1778 The Old English Baron (2008) and the windy 
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natural caves in Ann Radcliffe’s 1790 A Sicilian Romance (2008) – we could equally apply 
his argument to Gotham City, whose inhabitants cannot leave their isolated location 
and inexorably wait for a tragic end. The same sense of entrapment with no possibility 
of escape and impeding death is experienced by the victims in horror films such as Tobe 
Hooper’s The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974) and John Carpenter’s The Thing (1982). 

 
Specifically Gothic is, however, Nolan’s visual and thematic representation of the 

mythology that Batman uses to intimidate criminals, the protagonist’s intention to turn 
fear against those who prey on the fearful. This is not an original idea of the British-
American director. As Mark Fisher has pointed out, in fact, “from the start, the Batman 
mythos has been about the pressing of Gothic Fear into the service of heroic Justice” 
(2014). Nolan’s films cannot be literally categorized as Gothic or horror productions 
because there is no monstrous creature unsettling the natural order of things with its 
mere existence (whether alien, artificially created or magically evoked/resurrected). 
Batman has no superpowers at his service but only human abilities. However, the 
persona of the masked criminal fighter is visually and literally constructed with 
monstrous properties: the Caped Crusader knowingly assumes the appearance and 
behaviour of a hostile supernatural creature, and the characters who encounter him 
react as if they were facing a monstrous being. Bruce Wayne designs the corporeal 
monstrosity of his alter ego in an act that could be compared to the monster’s “own self-
fashioning” inaugurated in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, in which “the monster stands 
for body as garment” (Spooner 2004, 11). In the case of Bruce, the garment comes to 
stand for the monster because the transformation is enacted with the precise intent to 
terrorize his adversaries by almost “sucking” on their fears in a vampiric way. The Dark 
Knight disturbs the ontological properties of human beings because he is attributed 
supernatural properties by the criminals who are frightened of his extreme agility, 
resistance to violent blows, and abilities to instantly disappear and to fly. By crossing 
the boundaries of the categories of human culture’s conceptual schemes regarding the 
physical abilities of a human being, Batman thus becomes “cognitively threatening” 
(Carroll 1990, 34) and interstitial, liminal, precisely like the monsters represented in 
Gothic literature and portrayed in horror films. Indeed, monsters scare both the 
characters and the spectators/readers precisely because of “their indeterminacy, their 
resistance to categorization” (Hervey 2002, 8). As Ellen Moers specifies, such creatures 
are frightening “because they look different, wrong, non-human” (2004, 134). This is 
certainly the case of undead creatures such as zombies, mummies and vampires, of 
“resurrected” or immortals serial killers such as Michael Myers, Freddy Kruger and 
Jason Vorhees, and of interstitial beings such as werewolves, shape-shifters and ghosts.  

 
We could therefore argue that the mythology that Batman uses to intimidate the 

criminals is based on the conventions of “art-horror”, defined by Noh. /�$$%.. �! � )
specific emotion that Gothic fiction and horror films intend to stimulate in the 
reader/viewer (1990, 14). The Caped Crusader provokes horror in his adversaries, he 
induces the very “states of shuddering or paralysis, the loss of one’s faculties [. . .] or 
general physical powerlessness and mental confusion” (1998, 124) which constitute the 
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affective product of Gothic texts according to Fred Botting. Precisely like monsters and 
inimical supernatural creatures, Batman’s appearance and behaviour are intended to 
stimulate the visceral response of his victims, to reach their bodies, “glands, muscles, 
epidermis, and circulatory system” (Moers 2004, 123). Nolan utilizes such Gothic 
conventions by depicting Batman’s exaggerated attributes as being expressly played for 
supernatural effects of the awe-inspiring variety. An example is offered in the sequence 
from Batman Begins in which the Dark Knight captures Carmine Falcone (Tom 
Wilkinson) and his men. The Caped Crusader behaves precisely like a horror film’s 
monster or serial killer, turning off the lights in the areas where his victims are, 
attacking them from hidden and unexpected positions and dragging them into 
darkness. This is a typical situation described in Gothic novels as well, in which the 
characters sheltering in an abandoned and isolated location become suddenly conscious 
that, though unseeing, they are being watched by an inimical presence that surrounds 
and attacks them one by one (whether human or supernatural). The adversarial 
presence is terrorizing, especially because it cannot be clearly seen. In this scene, 
viewers are offered the subjective point of view of Falcone’s frightened men chased by 
the dark presence, but are prevented from clearly seeing the dark figure by the use of 
medium shots. This is a typical visual strategy of horror films, in which, as Yvonne 
Leffler argues, “uncertainty is often generated by preventing the viewer from seeing, 
either by limiting the line of vision or by having events played out in darkness” (2000, 
133). Specifically, Leffler points out, the emotional involvement of the audience is 
largely based on the sense of pending disaster hovering over a character who “remains 
unaware of the menace until the last moment” (2000, 186). In this scene of Batman Begins 
tension is equally generated by the sense of pending disaster hovering over Falcone’s 
terrorized men, who are unexpectedly dragged by the Dark Knight into the shadow and 
dealt with “offstage”. Contributing to the creation of suspense and fear is also the 
soundtrack composed by Hans Zimmer and James Newton Howard. Specifically, the 
orchestral track “Artibeus” (every title in the soundtrack ingeniously bears the name of 
a different species of bats) presents many different “clusters” formed by wind and 
string instruments which produce a series of strident sounds alternating to moments of 
calm. The strident sounds grow into crescendos every time that one of Falcone’s men is 
beaten or captured by Batman. Music itself thus transmits the same tension produced 
by the images and highlights the moments of the attack through its crescendos. 
  

The use of Gothic conventions is extended to the representation of Batman’s 
adversaries as well, especially through the depiction of their deranged or criminal 
behaviour. Precisely as in nineteenth-century Gothic, the focus is on the conflict 
between society and a self that is “absorbed in the self-enclosure of madness, the excess 
of passion, or the transgression of crime (Garrett 2003, 3). As Botting argues, “Gothic 
writing remains fascinated by objects and practices that are constructed as negative, 
irrational, immoral and fantastic” (1996, 2). Nolan’s focus on madness and excess is 
exemplified in The Dark Knight by the scenes that include the Joker (Heath Ledger): 
Batman’s nemesis is represented as a deranged individual, whose insanity appears to be 
real. Indeed, he cannot keep his eyes fixed on his interlocutors while talking, he often 
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makes meaningless gestures and his tongue continually twitches: there is none of the 
baleful comedy that characterizes him in the comic books and is epitomized by Jack 
Nicholson’s camp performance in Burton’s Batman. Similar to the tyrannical Gothic 
villains who are bent on the satisfaction of their own appetites and completely 
disregard social rules and values – such as the Baron in Ann Radcliffe’s 1789 The Castles 
of Athlin and Dunbayne (1995) or the caliph in William Beckford’s 1786 Vathek (2009) – 
Joker has no scruples and enjoys the freedom of having no moral boundaries. He 
attacks the very order of society and is the epitome of immorality, irrationality and 
chaos.  

 
Both Joker and Bane (Tom Hardy) in The Dark Knight Rises are frightening 

because they kill with impunity and without remorse, precisely like fictional murderers 
such as Freddy Kruger, Jason Voorhees and Michael Myers. Nevertheless, the most 
frightening aspect of these villains for the contemporary spectator is their association to 
the figures of the terrorist and the political insurgent. Many critics have interpreted 
Nolan’s films as an allegorical examination of terrorism, or, more specifically, as an 
ambivalent interrogation of “the relationship between terrorist and counterterrorist” 
(Brooker 2012, 186; McSweeny 2010, 110; Noah Gittell 2014).1 However, the 
metaphorical and analogical treatment of contemporary anxieties is a recurrent practice 
of Gothic works and horror films as well. As Steven Bruhm argues, “the Gothic has 
always been a barometer of the anxieties plaguing a certain culture at a particular 
moment in history” (2002, 260). This has been recognized also by Misha Kavka, who 
affirms that such a genre “is bound to the historical moment, constantly reworking the 
material of the past in terms of the cultural fears of the present” (2002, 212). In the 1816 
novel Glenarvon (1995), for example, Lady Caroline Lamb represents the political 
oppression of Ireland by English Protestants. Many ghost stories of the Victorian era 
instead represent the destitute monetary condition of women in the male-dominated 
society of the nineteenth century (Dickerson 1996, 137), whereas H.G. Wells’ 1896 The 
Island of Dr. Moreau (1996) clearly alludes to the contemporary practice of animal 
vivisection. 
  

Nolan particularly focuses on the domestic paranoia of terrorism. The Joker’s and 
Bane’s actions prove to be threatening especially for the population of the metropolis 
itself. For instance, after Bane has defeated Batman and has confined him to a bottleneck 
dungeon abroad, Gotham plunges into a state of civil war in which violence, hatred and 
(physical) competition become the bases of a society controlled by the gangs. Nolan 

                                                

1 According to Terence McSweeny, Nolan’s films expose “America’s self-proclaimed role as a global 
policeman” (110). Reference to contemporary historical episodes of terrorism and the war against it in 
Nolan’s trilogy are listed in detail in John Ip’s article “The Dark Knight’s War on Terrorism” (2011, 213-
24). They range from the capture and transfer of an international suspect for questioning to the cell-
phone-detonated human bombs and the coercive interrogations. Ron Briley believes that “reading [The 
Dark Knight] as a political allegory may lead to the disturbing conclusion that the policies of torture 
pursued by the Bush administration represent the only means to combat the evil of terrorism. The logic of 
this popular culture blockbuster film encourages American to embrace the post 9/11 journey to the dark 
side” (2014). 
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represents a fallen metropolis, ruled by anarchy and, as Steve LaFleur has pointed out 
(2014), also alludes to the French Revolution, especially through the assault at Blackgate 
Prison and the Jacobinesque tribunal commanded by Dr. Crane. According to LaFleur, 
the representation of an angry mob is also evocative of Charles Dickens’ A Tale of Two 
Cities, the 1859 historical novel which depicts the brutal actions of the eighteenth-
century French revolutionaries. However, the analogy between the French Revolution 
and the impulsive and uncontrollable reactions of an angry mob is also a typical feature 
of many Gothic works, such as Matthew Lewis’s 1796 The Monk (2009), Charles 
Maturin’s 1820 Melmoth the Wanderer (1992) and James Hogg’s 1824 The Private Memoirs  
and Confessions of a Justified Sinner (2006). As Botting argues, terror has a political 
significance because “in Britain the Revolution and the political radicalism it inspired 
were represented as a tide of destruction threatening the complete dissolution of the 
social order” (1996, 63). The dissolution of the social order is equally portrayed in the 
third instalment of Nolan’s trilogy through the actions of a riotous mob that is moved 
by selfishness and destroys the foundations of democracy. 
  

Such a representation of fear and chaos apparently includes also the actions of 
the Dark Knight. In fact, although he does not use conventional weapons and refuses to 
kill his adversaries, Batman’s activities cannot be considered as legal. Contrary to the 
Spencer Gordon Bennet’s film serial Batman and Robin (1949) and the 1960s TV series as 
much as contrary to Burton’s and Schumacher’s films – mainly portraying the hero as 
legitimately collaborating with the local authorities or as a deputized law enforcement 
officer – in Nolan’s trilogy Batman has no official authority to act as an agent of the law. 
Indeed, as Tony Spanakos has suggested, he actually “challenges the state’s monopoly 
over the legitimate use of violence” (2008, 68). The Caped Crusader even violates some 
of the criminals’ civil rights when, for example, he interrogates and severely beats the 
Joker in the second instalment of the trilogy (in a scene that portrays the use of physical 
torture and coercion as ultimately ineffective and not leading to the divulging of useful 
information). His vigilante activities are appreciated by Lieutenant/Commissioner 
Gordon (Gary Oldman), but they are simultaneously portrayed as criminal by the local 
authorities and the media and are officially condemned when he is (unjustly) charged 
with the death of District Attorney Harvey Dent (Aaron Eckart). In the eyes of the 
community at large, the Dark Knight finally assumes the role of villain, until he 
redeems himself by an act of ultimate sacrifice that saves the entire city at the end of The 
Dark Knight Rises. 
  

However, although he is dislocated from the social contract, Batman does not 
represent a threat to the moral order. Nor does he attempt to advance an alternative 
society as mad scientists, serial killers, criminals and horrific creatures do in Gothic 
fiction and horror films. The depiction of the urban space as uncanny and the 
mythology of terror adopted by the story’s protagonist are therefore contrary to the 
disturbance of the status quo usually enacted by a villain in comic books and graphic 
novels as much as in Gothic novels and (horror) films: in Nolan’s trilogy Gothic 
conventions become instrumental in the defence of liberal democracy and the public 
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sphere. Batman’s mythology of terror as much as his illegal vigilante actions are 
dedicated to the return of normalcy and finally restore the status quo and reconfirm the 
social values disrupted by the villains 
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ABSTRACT  
 
While well established as a crime writer in her native country New Zealand and abroad, in the 
Golden Age of crime writing, between the two World Wars, Ngaio Marsh also explored more 
than the simple ‘whodunit’ genre. Along with mysterious and sudden deaths and the 
investigations by her professional police investigator, Roderick Alleyn, whose intelligence is 
matched by his intuition, Marsh also revels in the uncanny and supernatural, several 
spectacular and innovative means of murder (involving wool presses in one and a boiling mud 
pool in another), the impact of locale, especially isolation, on the actions of criminals and victims, 
and the workings, in a couple of her New Zealand based stories, of makutu or Māori magic. 
 
In an attempt to further the debate concerning New Zealand writing and the nature of a New 
Zealand Gothic, first identified by William Shafer in his 1998 work Mapping the Godzone, 
this paper considers the Gothic elements of Marsh’s four detective novels set in New Zealand, A 
Vintage Murder, 1937, Colour Scheme, 1943, Died in the Wool, 1945 and Photo Finish, 
1980.  
 
Keywords: Ngaio Marsh, crime fiction, Aotearoa, Gothic 
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Critical background 
 
In his documentary film Cinema of unease, actor and director Sam Neill (Neill 1995) 
presents a case for New Zealand’s short film history as exemplifying themes that were 
already accepted as being embedded into the literature, through such novels as Man 
Alone (Mulgan 1990) and the novels and short stories of Sargeson and Frame—the 
solitude or isolation of individuals or communities, empty landscapes with threats, seen 
and unseen,  and extreme or eccentric characters. More recent critics Schafer (1998), 
Kavka, Lawn, Paul, (2006) have identified a trans-media movement in art, photography, 
film and literature, as embodying a New Zealand Gothic aesthetic, while Belich and 
Wevers (2008) point out that most texts identified as “Kiwi Gothic” such as by Ronald 
Hugh Morrieson, and some of James K. Baxter and Maurice Gee,  tend to focus upon 
small-town grotesquery or provincialism, but also that they tend to concentrate upon 
the Pākehā or European experience, presenting it as “prisoners in paradise” (9). 
 

In a PhD thesis for Victoria University, The Gothic as Practice, Timothy Jones  
(2010) singles out the writing of Ngaio Marsh as having been ignored in critical 
treatment because of its popular association as crime fiction.  

 
Marsh must be one of the most-read New Zealand writers in an international 
context, but her popular detective fictions have had difficulty maintaining any 
kind of stature in New Zealand (210). 

 
His point is that the exclusion of popular fiction has impeded the discussion of New 
Zealand literary identity, as the literature is so young and relatively small in extent but 
the discussions have tended to only concentrate upon critical realism. He goes on to 
explain that there are elements of Gothicism in most of the canonical New Zealand 
writers, from Katherine Mansfield to Elizabeth Knox (211).  
 

Finally, William Schafer’s view from the outside, as an American commenting 
upon New Zealand literature and culture (Schafer 1998) , stresses the significance of 
Māori culture and beliefs in the development of a unique ”Aotearoa Gothic” where;   

 
A common cultural link between Pakeha and Māori is a belief in the hauntedness 
of the landscape, the sense that Aotearoa New Zealand is a land of sinister and 
unseen forces, of imminent (and immanent) threat, of the undead or revenant 
spirits (137). 

 
Kakva, Lawn et al (2006) discuss this association as problematic, considering the 
difference in approaches to the supernatural world between European (Pākehā) and 
Māori, in particular that integration of all levels of being is a significant factor in Māori 
culture, while in European culture the supernatural is conventionally treated as “other”;  
alarming, uncanny, a thing of tension, even horror. However, in Ngaio Marsh the 
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intention of using Māori magic and beliefs about ghosts and the spirit world, or the 
magic potency of certain objects, is to enhance the mystery and tension of her 
narratives; in other words, she has Gothic intentions for these references.  Schafer 
further identifies “chthonic experience”, (143) or closeness to the earth, even the 
underworld, as being a significant factor in the Gothic of “Down Under”, along with a 
“sexualised landscape” (144) arising out of the Māori myth of creation, which like that 
of the Greeks, is generated out of the procreation of Father Sky (Rangi) and Mother 
Earth (Papa), but also influences, he suggests, the sexuality of those who tread upon it.  
 

This paper considers the four detective novels set in New Zealand, by Ngaio 
Marsh, one of New Zealand’s most prolific and internationally lauded popular writers, 
in the light of this critical back-ground, to look for the Gothic elements that they reveal. 
While crime fiction, with its interest in unsolved mysteries, sudden death and deviant 
characters, has a natural affinity with the Gothic and is associated with such Gothic 
writers as Edgar Allen Poe, Daphne du Maurier and Arthur Conan Doyle, there are few 
contemporary discussions or analyses of this ongoing influence on a wider range of 
writers, despite the epithet of “Gothic” being widely attributed in passing to any crime 
writing from Scandinavia, or Scotland today. It will be shown that these four crime 
novels, considered in chronological order of publication, A Vintage Murder (1937), 
Colour Scheme (1943), Died in the Wool (1945) and Photo Finish (1980), each contain some 
or all of the Gothic tropes mentioned above, with Ngaio Marsh’s version of an 
“Aotearoa Gothic” lurking in their shadows and murky pools. 
 
Ngaio Marsh (1895-1982) 
 
Born and educated in Christchurch, then trained at Canterbury College School of Art as 
a painter in 1913, Ngaio Marsh  maintained strong ties with the artistic and theatrical 
community of Christchurch all her life and her passion for the theatre often occurs as 
setting for  her crime novels. She developed an early talent for writing and acting plays, 
and was encouraged in this by her parents and their friends, all keen on amateur 
dramatics.  In the mid-1920s she was invited to join a repertory company travelling 
through the North Island of New Zealand as an actress. By 1928 when she made her 
first visit to England, to visit flamboyant upper class friends she had made in New 
Zealand (whom she fictionalised as the Lampreys) much of the material for her future 
writing was well established; country houses, the theatre, the art world, especially 
painting, and travel (Wattie 2001). The passion which was to dominate her life, and for 
which her writing provided the financial support, was that of directing plays and 
developing a professional theatre for Christchurch. From 1913 until her last production 
in 1975, she directed, and in some instances wrote, or adapted at least forty-eight plays. 
As I have stated elsewhere (Pittaway 2014, 82), in New Zealand she was most renowned 
for her theatre work in high culture, while being admitted into the pantheon of crime 
writing abroad. Yet there is a strong moral cross-over between directing Julius Caesar, 
Othello, Hamlet and Macbeth by day and writing crime by night.  
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Ngaio Marsh was noted by her peers and fans for the imaginative deaths she 
devised for her victims; boiling mud pools and wool presses being two “Kiwi” 
examples. Her decision to write crime novels in her late thirties while on one of her long 
visits to Britain was not taken seriously in NZ until much later, even though this was 
the most popular form of fiction at that time in the English speaking world. Like two 
other great New Zealand writers, Katherine Mansfield and Janet Frame, initially she 
achieved greater fame abroad than at home. Marsh published over 30 crime titles, 
among other writings, and of these only four are set in New Zealand, although elements 
of “home” appear regularly: a Māori war club or mere, on a hunter’s wall; a visiting 
New Zealander becomes an incidental witness, and so on. As a white New Zealander in 
a post-colonial world, and a flamboyantly Anglophile one at that, she alludes to Māori 
beliefs and practices as exotic, with an outsider’s gaze.  
 
Summary of four novels with New Zealand settings 
 
The earliest of the four novels specifically set in New Zealand, Vintage Murder (1937), 
comes earlier in Marsh’s career, as the fifth novel featuring her well-read and subtle 
Scotland Yard detective, Roderick Alleyn. On a holiday in New Zealand, Alleyn 
becomes caught up with a travelling theatre troupe on a train and befriends several of 
the cast, joining them in a remote city in the centre of the North Island as they prepare 
and rehearse their repertoire. When he is invited to an on stage cast party, he becomes 
witness to a murder, when the ingenious birthday surprise of lowering a celebratory 
jeroboam of champagne with the curtain pulley system is sabotaged and the huge bottle 
lands on the head of the leading lady’s husband, in a mess of froth and blood. 
“Vintage” murder, indeed, although here Marsh also introduces elements of Maori 
custom and local colour, including greenstone artefacts which may bring bad luck.   
 

The second novel, Colour Scheme (1943), however, is rich with extreme characters, 
uncanny coincidences, hot springs, Nazi spies, Māori myths and breaches of tapu, or 
taboo practices and locations and a gory death by mud pool. Alleyn goes underground 
as a nervy academic requiring rest and treatment at a hot springs hotel in Northland, 
but is in fact on the trail of a German spy who is believed to be signalling German 
submarines out at sea from the nearby headland. His chief suspect is pushed into a 
boiling mud pool the night after an off-shore ship is torpedoed and sunk and Alley 
needs to rethink his suspicions while also investigating a murder. 
  

Died in the Wool (1945) follows on with a remote South Island high country 
setting, with Roderick Alleyn this time solving a crime that had occurred eighteen 
months earlier—the disappearance of a local member of parliament who, with her 
husband, was also co-owner of the sheep station—and the subsequent appearance of 
her bloodied body three stinking weeks later, in a bale of wool from her own station.  
 

Photo Finish (1980) is the penultimate Alleyn novel and Marsh’s thirty-first book 
in this series. It features the murder of an opera singer in an opulent setting —at a 
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millionaire’s private mansion on a remote island within a lake, once again in the 
picturesque South Island of New Zealand. Alleyn’s wife, the celebrated artist Agatha 
Troy, had been commissioned to paint a portrait of the singer, and Alleyn had come 
along intending to have a holiday in a part of the world he very much loved, only to 
find himself investigating a murder. This death is by stiletto, a suitably operatic knife, 
but with the added feature of including an unflattering photo of the diva on the blade 
stabbed through her heart.  
 

Throughout all four books Marsh celebrates the grotesque, revels in the unique 
and exotic landscapes and invests supernatural touches through Maori belief and 
mākutu or magic, as well as theatrical and popular superstitions, all of which are well 
established as Gothic tropes. In addition, she finds appropriately grotesque means to 
murder the victims, depending on the locality, local customs or idiosyncrasies of her 
characters. 
  

This paper will now look in more details at the above named elements of Gothic 
influence which occur in these four novels and which Marsh uses to further suspense, 
mystery and psychological ambiguity. In addition there will be some reflection on the 
use of allusion or intertextuality in Marsh’s novels as well as all contributing to a 
concluding discussion as to whether ”Aotearoa Gothic” is a feasible epithet for this 
writing. 
 
Gothic elements in Marsh’s four novels that were set in New Zealand: Locale, 
extreme landscapes, and the pathetic fallacy 
 
Authors regularly use settings or locations to hint at the moral or aesthetic world of 
their fiction.  

 
In fiction, place does not simply mean location, it means landscape, history, and 
community as well…evocation of place is wholly tied up with the creation of 
atmosphere (Pullinger 2008). 

 
In Marsh’s New Zealand novels she has chosen locations which are remote, exotic (to a 
European eye) yet which also comply with the expectations of readers from the Golden 
Age of detective novels (1920s- 1950s) for the events to be occurring in a closed place, to 
a finite group of people, so that the notion of a locked room mystery to be solved, still 
holds relevance. In Vintage Murder (1937), the chief setting is Middleton, a fictional 
smallish North Island New Zealand town on the main trunk line, as the repertory 
company arrives by train.  However even before they arrive, Marsh foreshadows an air 
of mystery in the opening paragraph: 

 
The clop and roar of the train was an uneasy element somewhere at the back of 
the tall man’s dreams. It would die away—die away and fantastic hurrying faces 
come up to claim his attention …Then came the jolt as they roared, with a 
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sudden increase of racket, over a bridge and though a cutting. The fantastic faces 
disappeared …For the hundredth time he opened his eyes to see the dim carriage 
lamps and rows of faces with their murky highlights and cadaverous shadows. 
“Strange company I’ve got into,” he thought (4). 

 
The murder occurs at a cast party on stage, with the full cast of characters and crew in 
attendance, witnessed by a local Māori elder. Dr Rangi Te Pokiha who becomes a 
suspect when it is shown he has a violent temper (248). 
 

Chronologically the next New Zealand-based novel, Colour Scheme (1943) has for 
its setting a remote hotel in the North Island that offers accommodation and therapeutic 
holidays in the mud and hot pools of the nearby geothermal lake. The Māori house 
worker, Huia...  

 
seemed to be a part of the landscape, compounded of the same dark medium, 
quiescent as the earth under the dominion of the sky. White men move across the 
surface of New Zealand but the Māori people are of its essence … (24) 

 
One of the Pākehā visitors, Dikon Bell, looks out of the window and sees “a landscape 
aloof from man … It seemed to make nothing of time, for it was primeval and its only 
stigmata were those of Neolithic age” (39). 
 

The “Pathetic Fallacy”, where the landscape is described to mimic the feelings 
and attributes from human subjects is well in evidence when there is a verbal and 
physical fight between a long staying unpopular guest and the odd job man, Smith who 
becomes aggressive;  

 
It was shot in technicolour, for Rangi’s Peak was now tinctured with such a 
violence of purple as is seldom seen outside the theatre and in the middle 
distance rose the steam of the hot pools (43). 

 
Here the murder occurs when Questing one of the guests, who has already offended 
most of the hosts and visitors of the hotel with his rudeness and who is suspected of 
being a German spy, disappears mysteriously on the volcanic hillside that makes up 
Rangi’s Peak.   His remains surface after some time, disintegrated and leeched by the 
searing heat of a boiling mud pool, described at various times by members of the party 
as “a boiling mud cauldron”, (153), “a stock pot” (157), “seething mud”, (171) and 
“quaking ulcers”, (222).  
 

When Dikon Bell goes looking for the disappeared man he stumbles upon a 
scene with “the curious and startling quality of an infra-red photograph, like a lunar 
landscape… ‘It’s a lost world,’ Dikon thought” (159). This volcanic landscape is tapu or 
sacred to the local Māori as it is also the burial place of their ancestors and this, along 
with its geothermal extremes makes it a fitting place for a mysterious night time 
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signaller to be sending messages to German submarines at sea by night, as it is rarely 
visited by locals or tourists. Incidentally the “Colour Scheme” of the title refers to the 
fact that it was his colour blindness which betrayed Questing, the villain and victim of 
the plot, into misreading the colours of the warning flags posted along the mountain 
paths, mistaking red (as not safe) for white (safe) paths, and that his murderer knew he 
had this complication (248). 
 

The blurb of the 1999 reprint for the next book in this selection, Died in the wool 
states enticingly: 

 
‘One summer evening in 1942 Flossie Rubrick, MP, one of the most formidable 
women in New Zealand, goes to her husbandaJ KLLM JNOP QL RONOSRJO S TSQRVLQVW

speech and disappears. Three weeks later she turns up at an auction, packed 
inside one of her own bales of wool and very, very dead.’ (Cover) 

 
Flossie Rubrick’s former home, Mount Moon Station in the South Island’s remote 
central high country is also being used by two young men as a base for developing a 
new war time anti-aircraft device, and the authorities believe that the blueprints have 
been leaked. Alleyn is sent to investigate possible espionage 18 months after Flossie 
RubrickaJ XYRPOR SZP ZLQ MLZ[ S\QOR QNO JY]JO^YOZQ POSQN L\ NOR NYJ]SZP \RLX ZSQYRSM

causes, and finds his role as a homicide detective taking precedence. Marsh uses the 
setting as a country house, closed venue, or “Locked” mystery. Again the landscape is 
alien, occasionally hostile: 

 
The moon was up and across the plateau, fifty miles away, it shone on the Cloud 
Piercer and his attendant peaks. Alleyn joined Douglas at the window, “If I 
spoke” he thought, “my voice would go out towards those mountains and 
between my moving lips and that distant snow there would be only clear 
darkness” (186,7). 

 
And later:   

 
The night was so quiet that the voice of the Moon River, boiling out of its gorge… 
moved like a vague rumour behind the silence and was felt in the eardrums 
rather than heard (344). 

 
Finally, to consider the use of locale and landscape as a Gothic trope, in Photo 

Finish (1980) Marsh has all the characters isolated together on an island in the middle of 
a lake during a turbulent storm, when the murder of an operatic diva occurs in true 
operatic fashion with a knife through the heart. The otherworldliness of the lake’s 
setting is commented upon by Alleyn to Troy, his wife, soon after their arrival: 

 
“Reminds me of one of those Victorian romances by George Macdonald where 
the characters find a looking glass and walk out of this world and into another 
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one inhabited by strange beings and uncomfortable goings on” (Marsh, Photo 
Finish 1980, 35). 

 
Later in the novel after a grotesque murder has occurred, there is a brief respite of space 
while the isolated inhabits of an island wait for contact from the outside world after a 
violent storm.  

 
Outside a tui sang; a deep lucid phrase, uncivilised as snow water and ending in 
a consequential clatter as if it cleared its throat (192). 

 
Finally when the mystery is solved and they can return to their “civilised” life in 
England, Troy remarks to her husband; 

 
“The landscape belongs to the birds, not to men, not to animals; huge birds that 
have gone now, stalked about in it. Except for birds, it’s empty”(262). 

 
This reference to the huge moa birds, now extinct, but whose bones are still unearthed 
from time to time, adds to the primal even prehistoric location of the murder.  
 

In each setting Marsh exploits the isolation, even, in some cases, the wildness of 
the situation, to further the atmosphere of mystery and confusion. Even in Vintage 
Murder, based in small town Milton, the least picturesque of places, the setting is 
remote; in the heartland of the North Island and within the confines of both a small 
town and within that, further restricted by the small population of the travelling theatre 
company and the cramped stage they play upon.  
 
Grotesque actions, behaviour or deviancy 
 
These isolated places and settings of course attract misfits, degenerates and hiding 
criminals which add to the threat and complication of the murder plots. Marsh does not 
stint at implying that sexual excess or impropriety is also part of this fictional 
landscape. There is a near-rape in Colour Scheme; the diva and actress of Photo Finish and 
Vintage Murder, respectively, have their “toy boys”; and there is adultery in the wind of 
Moon Station, in Died in the Wool. Pepitone, the diva in Photo Finish, has her toy boy, a 
young composer who has written a short opera for her, because, it transpires, her 
relationship with her protector and patron, Monty Reece, the millionaire, is sexless as he 
is not sexually active, unlike her. “Poor old Monty. Result of an illness. Cruel thing,” 
Alleyn is told by one of the other guests (202). Interestingly these deviant behaviours 
are often red herrings in the murder plots but add to the heightened atmosphere of each 
situation and suggest alternative motivations for murder. 
 

Other excesses abound—especially of drinking and drugs, even association with 
a drug ring and the mafia in Photo Finish. In Vintage Murder, the Cambridge educated 
local Maori elder, Dr Rangi Te Pokiha, becomes a suspect when it is shown he has a 
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violent temper. This is perhaps one of the moments where modern readers flinch, 
especially at the term “savagery” which describes his mood (248). However, Te 
Pokiha’s credentials as a doctor are given respect and, towards the end of the book, 
after he has assisted medically with the enquiry, there is a revealing scene when Alleyn 
and Te Pokiha discuss Maori culture. Alleyn shows willingness to learn local stories 
and customs from Te Pokiha, and a considerable respect for his authority. He goes on to 
express an abhorrence of the colour bar that was legitimatised in South Africa in one of 
their discussions (153). 
 

The murder weapon in this book, an errant jeroboam, filled with champagne, has 
an illustration in the Collins edition, to show how its surprise appearance as a birthday 
gift was intended to materialise from the flies on the stage. This must be one of the more 
contrived means of murder among these four books but was by no means Marsh’s most 
unusual, and of course was created by a writer who knew the dark potential of the 
backstage world of the theatre better than most.  
 

The murder in Colour Scheme is less graphically described but is surrounded by 
leading descriptions of the heat and steam which arose from the mud pools and the 
primeval landscape they dominate. The body is believed to disintegrate but gradually 
bits of clothing surface as does, finally the head. 
  

In Photo Finish, the photograph embellishing the murder weapon in the heart of 
the diva is an unflattering one which she had been trying to suppress. “Its general effect 
was that of a gargoyle at the dentists—an elderly and infuriated gargoyle” (1980, 10).  
The murder method turns out to be an imitation of one committed by a member of the 
mafia years earlier, when a member of one family, the Rossi, killed his new wife on 
their wedding night, as he discovered she already had another lover. She was stabbed 
through the heart, and, attached to the stiletto knife was a passionate and explicit letter 
from her lover (220). Alleyn deduces who the murderer is as he overhears him quoting 
a mafia saying, “And she no longer casts a shadow “around the time she was killed 
(260). 
 

Perhaps grotesque is too tame a word for the repeated references to the smell of 
Florrie’s decaying body in Died in the Wool. Slashed to death with a shearing tool, the 
body has been forced into a wool press and sent off to the wool sales where, three 
weeks later, the wool assessors notice the smell but attribute it to dead rat. Marsh has 
enjoyed the patterns of “Kiwi” speech in this exchange between an assessor and 
storeman. 

 
“Get a lung full of that,” one of the wool buyers, says to his mate.  
“It’s something chronic” 
“It’s dead wool….Don’t I know dead wool when I smell it? It pongs”(15, 16).  
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Then as they realise what might be in the bale, the body of the missing golden-haired 
Member of Parliament, Florrie Rubrick; ‘I was in the last war. I know what that stink 
reminds me of. Flanders”(18). The storeman soon vomits “comprehensively” (19). 
 
Uncanny- Mākutu and mysterious goings on 
 
Despite her agnosticism, Marsh had strong beliefs in the role of culture in society, 
including Maori culture. Using Alleyn’s outsider position to investigate mākutu (or 
spells) she has him instructed in Marae (meeting house) procedure and the spirit world 
by a tribal elder in Vintage Murder (1945) and Colour Scheme (1947).  In Vintage Murder 
Alleyn impulsively gives the leading lady of the acting company a small greenstone tiki 
(pendant) as a good luck charm, once he has been told it is a symbol of fecundity, 
despite its appearance. 

 
[Its] surface was rounded and given into the semblance of a squat figure with an 
enormous looking head and curved arms and legs. The face was much 
formalised but it had a certain expression of grinning malevolence (1947 
(reprint), 42). 

 
He later regrets his gift when he is given more information and an explanation of its 
history, from his advisor, Dr Rangi Te Pokiha and its designation as tapu. 
  

“Sacred? Untouchable?” 
“Yes. Long ago it was dropped from the breast of a woman in a very tapu place, a 
meeting house, and remained there unnoticed for a long time. It therefore 
became tapu itself. The meeting house was burned to the ground and a pakeha 
found and kept the tiki, afterwards telling where he had found it. My grandfather 
would have said that this in itself was a desecration, a pollution. The 
pakeha…was drowned…the man [to whom it was then given] lost almost 
everything during the depression. Hence his desire to sell the tiki” (43). 

 
When Alleyn wonders why the Pākehā (Europeans) have not considered it unlucky, Te 
Pokiha reassures him; “It seems amusing to them —so my grandparents might have 
laughed at the first crucifix they saw”(ibid, 43). 
 

In Colour Scheme, at least one of the suspects of espionage is also intent upon 
finding an ancient Maori artefact, Rewi’s axe, which is buried with its owner 
somewhere on the mountain, and which is tapu or sacred to Māori, and not to be 
touched. Rewi’s grandson, Rua te Kahu, explains to one of the hotel retainers, Smith, 
“our people stand between two worlds. In a century we have had to swallow the 
progress of nineteen hundred years” (38). He goes on to explain why the geothermal 
area is now haunted:  
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Years ago a maiden of our hapū (tribe) lost her way in the mist on Rangi’s Peak. 
In ignorance she came upon the place where my grandfather rests with his 
weapons and, being hungry, ate a small piece of cooked food… When the mists 
cleared she realised her [sacrilege] and returned in terror to tell her people. .. She 
fell into Taupō-tapu, the boiling hot mud pool. Everybody heard her 
scream….and the scream can still be heard sometimes at night” (38).  
 

Questing, the obnoxious villain, has found Rewi’s axe and tried to sell it on to Gaunt the 
actor and collector who has been taking the spa waters for his health’s sake. But, true to 
the curse, Questing dies in a mud pool on the same night that a haunting scream rings 
out across the thermal landscape, and Gaunt denies any interest in it before it can bring 
him bad luck (222). 
 

When the weapon is returned to the hands of Rua the elder of the tribe, and 
descendent of Rewi, he declares;  

 
“Perhaps in our old age we return to the paths of our forebears… From the haft 
of the weapon there flows into my blood an influence darker and more potent 
than the Pākehā wisdom I have stored in my foolish old head”(233). 

 
Earlier at a concert given by the local people, a waiata or chant of this story is performed 
and leaves “an uncomfortable impression which was not dispelled by the subsequent 
activities of the Savage Club quartet, the ventriloquist, the infant prodigy or the 
determined soprano” (139)—a line-up of grotesque entertainments in themselves! 
 

With his courteous attention to local customs and interest in humanity, Alleyn 
stands as perhaps “the first bicultural detective” (Drayton, 245), Marsh’s most recent 
biographer claimed. 
  
Intertextuality and Gothic allusions; especially chthonic considerations. 
 
Throughout the books Marsh makes references to her beloved plays of Shakespeare, but 
especially the tragedies or those with supernatural elements, and other well-known 
Gothic texts. Hamlet is referenced several times in Colour Scheme as one of the guests and 
initially a suspect for the boiled mud murder is a recuperating British actor, Geoffrey 
Gaunt, whose portrayals of Hamlet (77) and Othello are renowned. As well he is 
famous for depicting Mr Rochester of Jane Eyre, (27, 88); while a later character is noted 
as hanging about like “Frankenstein’s monster” (177). At a concert held at the Meeting 
House of the local tribe he concludes a performance with Macbeth’s “tale told by an 
idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing” (139, 140). Gaunt jokes at the success of 
his recital: “The Bard and sulphuric phenomena! An amusing juxtaposition isn’t it? One 
lights a little flame you know. One carries the torch” (78). 
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Affecting a grotesque persona himself, Alleyn is undercover in this book as 
Sebastian Falls, a nervy academic who nonetheless gives Gaunt a lengthy debate about 
whether Shakespeare was agnostic about death, quoting, “Ay but to die, and go we 
know not where: /To lie in cold obstruction and to rot”, a quotation from Measure for 
Measure, which Gaunt describes as “death without flattery” (125). 
 

On one of the book’s several searches of the thermal region, searching for a 
missing person, or a body, Alleyn (while still disguised as Falls) remarks, “the whole 
place is impossibly Dorr-esque, don’t you feel?” (222). Here Marsh is calling upon her 
other love, painting, and referencing one of the great illustrators of Gothic texts, such as 
the Bible, Dante’s Inferno and Shakespeare, Gustave Dorr_  
 
Aotearoa Gothic? 
 
In conclusion, Marsh has long been overlooked in her own country, not only as a 
significant writer but also as an important contributor to the general discussion of what 
it is to be Kiwi and what constitutes NZ literature. While undoubtedly operating within 
a British crime writing milieu, her outsider position from that culture gave her the 
opportunity to be more anarchic in her representations of the societies she wrote about, 
often gently challenging class structure, religious fanaticism and the emotional 
manipulations of self-proclaimed gurus.  Her books read as comedies of manners as 
much as they are “whodunits”, as Greene has observed (Greene 1989, 12). Conversely, 
Alleyn is a professional policeman, not an upper class snob like many of his 
contemporary fictional detectives, and in placing him in these New Zealand-based 
books also as an outsider, Marsh was able to celebrate not only her love of these lonely 
and dramatic landscapes but also within the limitations of her time, the unique features 
of Māori culture that explained or enhanced them.  
 

There are problems of discomfort for the contemporary reader when the word 
“savage” is used to describe an indigenous New Zealander. Or when Marsh describes a 
concert party in full flight with apparent condescension (Died in the wool, 139) as much 
as later critics rejected the 19th century writers of “Māoriland” fiction as “embarrassing” 
(Stafford and Mark 2006, 12). Yet Marsh’s are among the first renditions of Māori 
culture in genre fiction, outside of non-fiction books in New Zealand, certainly the first 
by an internationally celebrated female author.  While everyday life in small Māori 
communities was slowly being revealed through such writers as Roderick Finalyson 
(1938), or discussed by such eminent cultural leaders as Bill Pearson (1974), the chants, 
dances, beliefs and artefacts of the first people of Aotearoa were not to be so described 
in mainstream literature again until the monologues and plays of Bruce Mason, another 
pākehā New Zealander and theatre practitioner (The Pohutukawa Tree 1960).  While 
Pearson and Finalyson worked to normalise Māori culture as a source for a New 
Zealand literature, Marsh’s intention is to isolate it as extreme and mysterious, serving 
her greater Gothic intentions. For the most part mainstream New Zealand literature 
from 1930-1960 pertained to Europeans in paradise or exile (Wevers 2014, 5), or as a 
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popular poster of the 1970s would say, “New Zealand; the land of the Wrong White 
Crowd” (a pun on the term “the Long White Cloud”, the literal translation of the word 
Aotearoa). In Shafer’s book (1998) and Jones’ thesis (2010) there are attempts to identify 
some of the problems with this notion of attaching Gothic attributes to Māori culture. 
Gothic literature art and expression tends towards concepts of alienation, solitude and a 
sense of separation from the world; when in Māori culture the world is more unified 
and it is only by becoming separate from one’s natural environment and family that one 
becomes alienated; usually through a drift to the city, as in the short stories of Witi 
Ihimaera.  
 

In Marsh’s recognition of the powerfully charged landscapes, isolation of 
locations, with bizarre murders and grotesque murderers, and whiffs of Māori belief, 
she has given a compelling indication of what an “Aoteaora Gothic” might include. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The classic Gothic forms of thanatophilia – violence, death and haunting – are powerfully 
expressed in Mike Johnson’s novel Dumb Show (1996), which focuses on a dysfunctional 
extended family living on an isolated farmstead in Canterbury, New Zealand and includes 
episodes of domestic abuse, gruesome deaths and tropes of haunting, both ‘real’ and 
psychological. By including the character, Pito, who turns out to be the ghost of a child murdered 
by his own family, and another, Father, who is haunted by the trauma he experienced during 
World War II, Johnson’s narrative suggests that violence is never relegated to the past but that it 
continues to exist within the present. This is borne out by the fact that the children of the 
extended family all experience abuse and, given the text’s tendency to represent violence as 
contagious, it seems more than likely that domestic violence will continue to haunt the family in 
spite of the eventual putting to rest of its haunting figures. This is significant given Dumb 
Show’s status as a New Zealand Gothic, which is an important mode in this country’s cultural 
production since it is an ideal genre through which to convey the horrors of colonisation and its 
aftermath. The violent processes of colonisation, as any settler nation discovers, are not relegated 
to the past, but return, ghost-like, to haunt the present in an array of guises. Johnson’s novel 
then can be read in broader terms than simply a story about one family marked by violence: it 
can be read as a narrative of a nation founded on bloodshed that continues to experience that 
violence today. 
 
Keywords: Gothic literature, postcolonial Gothic, New Zealand Gothic, violence, 
repression, the uncanny 
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In considering precisely what constitutes the Gothic, Jack Shear suggests it be 
considered as “a collection of narrative, thematic, and aesthetic elements such as 
madness, enclosure, monstrosity, the baroque, doubling, incest, discontinuous 
narrative, sexual predation, ruins, and, of course, haunting” (Shear 2006, 71). These 
tropes express the Gothic’s fundamental concern with dissolution, with Gerald Gaylard 
arguing that as a genre the Gothic is best described as “a cultural form of thanatophilia, 
the love of death and the opposite of eros and biophilia, the irrational urge to cripple 
and/or extinguish life” (Gaylard 2008, 3). The classic Gothic forms of thanatophilia – 
violence, death and haunting – are powerfully expressed in Mike Johnson’s novel Dumb 
Show (1996), which focuses on a dysfunctional extended family living on an isolated 
farmstead in Canterbury, New Zealand and includes episodes of domestic abuse, 
gruesome deaths and tropes of haunting, both ‘real’ and psychological. By including the 
characters Pito, who turns out to be the ghost of a child murdered by his own family, 
and Father, who is haunted by the trauma he experienced during World War II, 
Johnson’s narrative suggests that violence is never relegated to the past but that it 
continues to exist within the present. This is borne out by the fact that the children of 
the extended family all experience abuse and, given the text’s tendency to represent 
violence as contagious, it seems more than likely that domestic violence will continue to 
haunt the family in spite of the eventual putting to rest of its haunting figures. This is 
significant given Dumb Show’s status as a New Zealand Gothic, which is an important 
mode in this country’s cultural production since it is an ideal genre through which to 
convey the horrors of colonisation and its traumatic aftermath. The violent processes of 
colonisation, as any settler nation discovers, are not relegated to the past, but return, 
ghost-like, to haunt the present in an array of guises. Johnson’s novel then can be read 
in broader terms than simply a story about one family marked by violence: it can be 
read as a narrative of a nation founded on bloodshed that continues to experience that 
violence today. 
  

Critics such as Ken Gelder, Johan H|}~���� ���� �� ������� ����� ������ ���

Alison Rudd have analysed the presence of the Gothic in settler societies and its violent 
manifestations, highlighting the way that postcolonial Gothic expresses the haunting 
legacies and damaging traumas associated with colonialism. In their foundational text 
The Empire Writes Back (1989), Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin define the 
term “postcolonial” as one covering “all the culture affected by the imperial process 
from the moment of colonization to the present day” (Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin 
1989, 2). The project of settlement involves a series of erasures, burials and obliterations, 
whether of the natural environment, indigenous culture or aspects of history, which 
Gothic texts suggest inevitably return in order to remind us of the horrors underneath 
the surface of everyday life. Postcolonial Gothic provides a forum in which problematic 
questions of the postcolonial condition can be explored, particularly those relating to 
legitimate origins, rightful inhabitants and belonging; all questions that involve notions 
of domestic space. It is thus not surprising to find New Zealand Gothic texts exploring 
national questions via the everyday domestic realm. As Jenny Lawn points out, in New 
Zealand, “Our monsters tend to be interior: they are experiences of intense 
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psychological states, often with sexual undertones within isolated nuclear families” 
(Lawn 2014). The domestic nature of New Zealand Gothic comes through strongly in 
what is the only book-length analysis of the subject to date – Misha Kavka’s, Jenny 
Lawn’s and Mary Paul’s edited collection Gothic NZ: The Darker Side of Kiwi Culture 
(2006) – which includes essays on childhood and domestic architecture. The focus on 
the violence at the heart of home in New Zealand Gothic is perhaps best exemplified by 
Keri Hulme’s the bone people (1983), which focuses on a dysfunctional family residing on 
the isolated West Coast and is characterised by disturbing episodes of violence inflicted 
upon a child. Another example of the domestic nature of New Zealand Gothic is Kirsty 
Gunn’s novella Rain (1994), which features a dysfunctional family, sexual predation, 
parental neglect and the death of an innocent. New Zealand Gothic, like so much 
postcolonial Gothic, suggests that beneath the surface of everyday life there are far 
darker realities pointing to the violent legacies inherent in the postcolonial condition, 
which manifest particularly dramatically in New Zealand’s woeful rates of domestic 
violence.  
  

The focus in New Zealand Gothic on familial violence expresses the fear that our 
most basic forms of community are inherently hostile. This is hardly surprising for a 
postcolonial nation with a history of violent subjugation of Māori since the 
contemporary bicultural nation is one that harbours numerous conflicts and fractures. 
In Dumb Show, as in much of New Zealand Gothic, familial violence can be read as 
symbolising a national history of violence characterised by subjugation and oppression, 
with the secrets that define family and nation inevitably involving a devastating return. 
This is made particularly clear through the character of Pito who lingers on after his 
death at the hands of his family. Although the family attempts to keep this murder 
secret (committed due to Pito being the product of incestual union), Pito’s continuing 
existence suggests that what is repressed is bound to return. Perhaps even more 
significant is the fact that Pito is the only member of the family with a Māori name, 
which suggests that his violent eradication is not only a family secret, but one that can 
be extended to the postcolonial nation. 

 
Pito is described as a “shy, dark-eyed boy who’d always been on the periphery” 

(Johnson 1996, 53). Pito’s quietness and sense of agelessness tends to subdue the other 
children, with Judd in particular being so aware of his strangeness that he is hardly able 
to meet Pito’s eye (Johnson 1996, 55). The suggestion that Pito is “an important wizard, 
able to see the future, visit the dead in the underworld […] or hear Grandfather 
thinking” is initially indistinguishable from the fantasy world the children inhabit, 
which sees them take on a variety of roles, such as “Princess.” The suggestion, however, 
that Pito can “vanish at the snap of fingers just by standing on some magic spot” 
(Johnson 1996, 81) is one of the intimations that there is something different about him 
compared to the other children. Importantly, Pito possesses a “great secret” (Johnson 
1996, 83) and is afraid of Grandfather, but he refuses to explain this even to his special 
confidante Princess. Pito insists that Grandfather must not know about his existence, 
explaining that he will “bury me” because “he knows ‘bout me. Who I am. The other 
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grown-ups don’t” (Johnson 1996, 76).  Princess accepts this and promises Pito that “I 
won’t tell him ‘bout you” (Johnson 1996, 58).  
  

If Pito himself is a secret, he also “knows all the secrets of the house” (Johnson 
1996, 81). He explains that there are “special spots where, if you stand still enough, you 
become invisible. Standing in those spots, all the dealings of the house whisper around 
you as if you were at their centre” (Johnson 1996, 81). Pito experiences this alternate 
space as a “‘sideways room’ with one-way glass so that you can look out but nobody 
else can look in” (Johnson 1996, 81). The secretiveness and strangeness of Pito becomes 
explicitly associated with the otherworldly when he wakes Princess up at night to take 
her on what is described as “one of his nocturnal hauntings” (Johnson 1996, 87). Like 
ghosts, the two children “drift around with the dust and moonlight, passing as quiet as 
a dream by the doors behind which the adults sleep, slipping up the stairs like the 
shadow of a cloud.” When they find Uncle Owl’s door open they slip inside, “ghosting 
themselves around the piles of books and bottles to stand right by his bed” (Johnson 
1996, 87). Pito and, to a lesser extent, Princess thus become ghostly figures capable of 
inhabiting hidden spaces in the domestic realm and reifying secrets that refuse to 
remain hidden. 
  

Although Pito uses secret trails that hide his approach to the house from 
Grandfather’s view and “draws a cloak of mystery about himself” and his “great secret” 
(Johnson 1996, 57) he is ultimately unable to avoid detection. When the children ascend 
to the attic to visit Grandfather, he directs his questions to Princess, asking “is there an 
extra child in th [sic] house? A little boy?” (Johnson 1996, 110). After this question is 
answered in the negative, Grandfather later asks again, “There is another, isn’t there? 
[…] A little dark one, like a shadow?” (Johnson 1996, 119). Grandfather does not need to 
see Pito to know he is in the house, nor does he need Princess’s confirmation, since he 
has a relic, a finger bone, that supports the continuing existence of the “little dark one”. 
Grandfather explains that bones “get restless” and “start coming up out of th [sic] 
ground” (Johnson 1996, 116), expressing a sense of the return of the repressed that 
becomes even more disturbing in one of the novel’s most uncanny moments: 

 
He brings the finger out of his pocket and lies it on her knee. For a moment his 
hand lingers and she sees the finger bones of the old and the young, one 
separated from death by only the most translucent shell of flesh, the other, 
long dead. She is about to pick it up when the finger moves. To watch it, as she 
is doing, is to see something like a shifting alignment of bones, as if there were 
several shadow bones coming into focus as one. What she feels is a faint 
clawing, as if there were a kitten on her lap. It comes again and she sees a 
twitching movement. The finger is trying to pull itself up her thigh. A sound 
comes from her throat, high-pitched, like a child trying to scream. She leaps 
up and jumps away. The finger bone bounces onto the floor and rolls over. She 
jumps across the room towards the trapdoor. –Pito! is the sound that comes 
from her throat. (Johnson 1996, 119) 
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This uncanny moment when an inanimate object becomes animate heralds the 
revelation of the dark secret concerning Pito’s parentage: he was the product of an 
incestuous union between brother and sister, Uncle Honk and Honey. Although the 
family bury the child’s corpse and attempt to keep the manner of his death a secret, 
Pito’s continuing existence after death suggests a continual haunting of the present 
since, as Ren�� �� ���}~��� ������ ���� }����� ��� ���� ����}� ���� �� ��� �� ����� ���

that refuse to stay buried. They are our fears and our horrors, disembodied, but made 
inescapable by their very bodilessness” (Bergland 2000, 5). As a ghost, Pito reifies the 
terrible violence the family has attempted to keep buried and it is significant that his 
name translates as navel, umbilical cord and ends. By virtue of his name, Pito is related 
to life and death, and his continuing existence speaks to the violence that lies at the 
heart of what was once his family home.  
  

Just as Pito’s haunting reifies the family’s history of violence that continues to 
mark the present, Father’s experiences of violence during the war are represented as 
still occurring within the domestic sphere. Father does not eat meals with the rest of the 
family because of his messy eating habits, which are the result of “his gaze being turned 
to another world, one which keeps blowing up every five minutes, giving him no rest 
nor table manners worth the teaching” (Johnson 1996, 31). He eats little, “rocking back 
and forth” (Johnson 1996, 31) and the area around his plate is a “culinary war zone” 
(Johnson 1996, 30). If his children speak to him “he will give them a startled glance, 
sometimes answering and sometimes acting as if they weren’t there” (Johnson 1996, 31) 
since far more “real” to Father than his current existence is his past experience of violent 
conflict that superimposes itself onto life on the farm: 

 
Father has heard the snipers at work, and has taken refuge behind the 
macrocarpa. He’s watching for the first sign of enemy soldiers. Any walking, 
crouching death. Instead he sees Uncle Owl coming, carrying a spade and a 
sack that is turning red at the bottom, followed at a distance by a straggle of 
orphans. Uncle Owl stares at Father but doesn’t recognise him. Father has seen 
that look many times. It’s the look of a dead man. A dead man who must bury 
another dead man. They all did it. Armies of the dead burying each other as 
fast as they could, but the bones floated up from the bottoms of the world and 
tossed about on empty fields for everyone to see. Sometimes there wasn’t 
much to bury, just a limb or two, a memory, not much more than you could 
shove into an old sack, like the one the dead man was carrying. […] Father 
makes hectic sounds in his throat and looks at his innocent hands; his hands 
have killed no soul, so why should they bring him such bloody offerings? 
There must be a sniper nearby if the dead come looking for graves. (Johnson 
1996, 140) 
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Father’s awareness of the return of what is buried is an acknowledgement of the 
uncanny nature of his existence, in which present domestic reality is melded with an 
experience of violent combat in the past. Surrounded by imaginary snipers, perceiving 
his own children as orphans and experiencing the living as if they were lifeless, Father 
is essentially one of the walking dead whose experience of reality conflates the home 
with the battlefield.  

 
Father’s “shell-shock” (Johnson 1996, 216) reifies the violence at the heart of 

home, which is related to a pivotal experience that sees his best friend killed in Father’s 
place. As Father wanders down a street in an Italian town he becomes stricken with a 
sudden fear. Stopping at the corner of the street he refuses to go further and informs his 
best friend Lindsay that he is unable to move. His friend’s response is, “Don’t be a 
bloody idiot, Jack, […] there’s nobody here”, but as Lindsay steps out from the corner 
where his friend remains frozen Lindsay’s head is “blown away in a flower of blood, his 
body taking a few more unbelieving steps, as in a Bela Lugosi movie, before falling in 
the ochre dust of a sunny Mediterranean afternoon, quiet if not reconciled” (Johnson 
1996, 217). Although Father is told by another solider that Lindsay stole his death, 
Father responds by explaining “He stole nothing” (Johnson 1996, 217). For Father, he is 
the thief not Lindsay and he runs away from the scene “holding his stolen life close to 
him” (Johnson 1996, 217). This theft is “the beginning of his madness. At that point he 
split into two beings, one who ran off with his stolen life, and the other who died. The 
dead one kept trying to re-enter his body, especially at night in dreams. The one with 
the stolen life was transferred to a hospital in France, and the dead one went with him” 
(Johnson 1996, 217). As a result of this traumatic experience, and the resulting sense of a 
split in his personality, “Only half of Father returned from the war. The other half 
ceased to live in real time and still inhabits a hospital near the combat zone” (Johnson 
1996, 214-15). 
  

Father’s trauma is represented in psychoanalytic terms, with his behaviour 
adhering to Freud’s suggestion in Beyond the Pleasure Principle that the drive towards 
death is stronger than that towards life, which Freud uses in order to explain the 
compulsion to repeat experienced by sufferers of trauma. This “repetition automatism” 
is experienced by Father who continues to live in a combat zone where death is a daily 
reality and it is also foregrounded by his repetitive behaviours and thoughts, such as 
when he fixes the engine of his family’s car: “Father leans over the mudguard and pulls 
up the catches of the bonnet. He knows all about engines, that’s what the war is all 
about; fixing engines. Fixing them and blowing them up. Fixing them and blowing 
them up. Fixing them and blowing them up” (Johnson 1996, 44). The repetition of the 
phrase “fixing them and blowing them up” replicates the repetitiveness and futility of 
this task during the war and comments on his traumatised psyche, but it also has the 
effect of characterising Father in mechanistic terms. Trapped in the past, Father is 
doomed to relive it over and over again, a repetition compulsion that critics such as 
Freud and Ernst Jentsch have identified as particularly uncanny. Doubt as to whether 
an apparently living being is really animate or whether a lifeless object may actually be 
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alive is, according to Jentsch, one of the most potent of all psychic uncertainties, with 
Freud exploring his notion of the uncanny through E. T. A. Hoffman’s story “The 
Sandman” which features an automaton. Confusion regarding what is animate or 
inanimate, human or machine, is uncanny not merely because of a discomforting 
blurring of boundaries but because these liminal areas evoke the nothingness of 
nonbeing. Father’s likeness to an automaton, a machine that appears to be human but 
which merely repeats certain actions, raises questions about what exactly constitutes 
humanity while also suggesting that he, like Pito, is a dead person who somehow 
continues to exist. Both Pito and Father exist in different forms of afterlife: Pito is 
literally dead yet continues to be visible; while Father is psychologically damaged and 
lives on as a shell of his former self. Both “revenants” are viewed with fear and 
mistrust, and both are eventually exorcised. In the case of Pito, the suppression of his 
murder results in his “return” as a ghostly shadow and it is only with the coming to 
light of this secret and the reburying of his finger bone that he is effectively laid to rest. 
In Father’s case, the suppression of his experiences in the war guarantee their continual 
return through memory and dream, and it is only with their re-enactment that he can be 
set free back into life. 
  

Father’s rehabilitation involves the “dumb show” of the novel’s title, which is 
Princess’s preferred method of entertaining Pito by impersonating the looks and 
gestures of her family, including Nerida’s “wide-eyed fright” and Judd’s “poisonous 
glances” (Johnson 1996, 73). Princess’s attempts to amuse Pito become more serious 
towards the end of the novel when she begins to use mime in an effort to communicate 
with her father. Although he is initially unnerved and unresponsive towards Princess’s 
mimes, which include mirroring back to him his own bizarre behaviours, Father 
eventually answers in kind, choosing to re-enact the moment that keeps him in a form 
of living death by showing Princess “he and Linds walking down the street of that 
Italian town, and Linds swaggering along in a manner peculiar to soldiers, only to have 
his head blown off in the middle of a laugh. He does this last bit by opening his mouth 
and his eyes as wide as he can and falling on the ground” (Johnson 1996, 230). After 
viewing this macabre mime, Princess “claps and raises him from the dead again.” 
Father gets up from where he falls and laughs, and in the middle of this laugh, “the 
buzzing in his head goes away, vanishes for just a few, pure moments” (Johnson 1996, 
230). This acting out of the traumatic incident does not immediately cure Father, but it 
does start a process through which he eventually loses the constant buzzing in his head 
and recognises his own family. As in the case of Pito, whose finger bone must be buried 
in order to put his ghost to rest, part of this process involves burial, but one that is 
symbolic rather than literal. Father acts out Lindsay’s death but does not have access to 
his friend’s corpse to bury, so after dreaming of his friend’s funeral he decides to bury 
the large boar that is shot by Grandfather earlier in the novel and which remains rotting 
in the yard. As Father looks down 

 
upon the pig’s seething mantle of flies he imagines that he’s finally found the 
real source of the buzzing in his head. That sound is none other than the 
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sound of flies upon dead meat, the moan of their pleasure, the whir of their 
ecstasy, the thrum of frustration; if he could but silence this roar a huge quiet 
would settle over the earth, guns would fall silent and aircraft drop out of the 
air without a sound, like paper darts. (Johnson 1996, 231) 

 
The boar’s body is a symbol of death, as well as being an aspect of New Zealand 
national iconography through iconic figures such as Barry Crump, whose persona is 
inextricably linked with pig hunting. This explains why the boar’s burial involves not 
just a return to life, but a return to place. Following the boar’s interment Father “knows 
where he is. He is not in a hospital in France. He is not in Italy, he is not in the desert, 
nor in the underworld with the dead. He is home on the farm” (Johnson 1996, 245).  
  

Father’s return to life in New Zealand involves both the re-enactment of 
Lindsay’s death, which can be seen as a form of its acknowledgement, and a burial, 
which can be seen a means of handling that death. A similar sort of “dumb show” 
occurs during the war when a group of soldiers “stole a newly slaughtered pig from the 
officer’s mess by putting it on a stretcher, throwing a sheet over it, and taking it through 
the streets as if it were a corpse” (Johnson 1996, 219). The men walk beside the stretcher 
with “funeral faces, trying not to laugh; everybody stood to one side respectfully and 
took off their hats. The pig made a handsome corpse” (Johnson 1996, 219). In both of 
these key episodes, Father grapples with the reality of death and the body of a boar or 
pig is substituted for that of a human. Pigs, with their furless pink flesh, are ideal 
alternates for humans in the attempt to come to terms with mortality, which helps 
explain the conflation throughout the text between pigs and death, most notably when 
Uncle Honk is mauled by the boar that is then shot by Grandfather and later buried by 
Father, but also by other references, such as when Judd muses on how easy it would be 
to kill Uncle Honk by sticking “his own pig-knife into his guts while he slept” (Johnson 
1996, 35). Strangely, Judd’s fantasies anticipate reality when he considers “It would be 
good to see Uncle Honk writhe in the dust, gored by some wild animal that secretly 
obeyed Judd’s commands. A giant pig, perhaps” (Johnson 1996, 35). This fantasy comes 
true when the boar enters the farmyard and gores Uncle Honk who later dies from 
infection. 

 
The uncanniness of death and dead bodies is inextricably linked with what is 

gruesome, a commingling which is particularly apparent in the numerous corpses that 
feature in Dumb Show. Uncle Honk is so badly wounded by the marauding boar that his 
flesh “gives off a peculiar, rotting smell” that eventually leads to his death and 
Johnson’s description of this is characteristically vivid: 

 
Honk’s whole body begins to shake and his teeth to hammer inside his head. 
His tongue has grown huge and dry in his mouth. There is a sound in his chest 
like his bones are breaking open, a thousand voices clamour in his head for 
attention. The cold has crept in past all his clothing and the strictures of the 
fever, and there is ice water in his veins. He goes to stand up but only has one 
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leg and his arms have lost the power of the shoulders. A band of ice and steel 
goes round his neck and begins to tighten; his throat fills up with something 
hot and slimy […] His fingers suddenly go dead. Below his neck, the rest of 
his body kicks and thrashes like a man on the gallows. (Johnson 1996, 204) 

 
Even more visceral is the corpse of the boar that is left to rot in the farmyard that 
eventually becomes “completely gutted by flies” that lift to reveal “a white writhing 
mass on the boar’s body cavity” (Johnson 1996, 242). These dead and dying bodies 
exemplify Julia Kristeva’s suggestion that a corpse “seen without God and outside of 
science, is the utmost of abjection. It is death infecting life” (Kristeva 1982, 3). For 
Kristeva, “refuse and corpses show me what I permanently thrust aside in order to live. 
These body fluids, this defilement, this shit are what life withstands, hardly and with 
difficulty, on the part of death. There, I am at the border of my condition as a living 
being” (Kristeva 1982, 9). Although rejected, the abject is never completely eluded and 
remains to act as a constant threat to identity. Abjection is “above all ambiguity. 
Because, while releasing a hold, it does not radically cut off the subject from what 
threatens it - on the contrary, abjection acknowledges it to be in perpetual danger” 
(Kristeva 1982, 9). This helps explain why Father must bury the corpse of the boar in 
order to reinstate his fragmented identity. As an externalized symbol of Father’s own 
sense of death infecting life, the boar’s corpse must be dealt with and buried. After 
doing this, Father “feels the breath in his chest and the slipping of skin over bones as if 
he has been given a new body.” His grief, “once wide as an ocean, has shrunk to the 
compass of the human heart. His mind begins to work again” (Johnson 1996, 250). 
  

Dumb Show’s engagement with the return of the repressed through haunting, 
doubts between the animate and the inanimate, and repetition compulsion extend to its 
concern with domestic violence since the abuse meted out upon various family 
members provokes significant anxiety and foregrounds the way it cannot be relegated 
to the past but continually “returns” like a ghost to haunt the present. This is an element 
of the Gothic that Lawn foregrounds in her suggestion that in Gothic temporality “the 
past does not dissolve itself smoothly as the present takes its place. Instead, traces of the 
past remain active, rebounding upon, clawing back, interrupting, exposing, and even 
mocking the actions and intentions of today” (Lawn 2004, 125). This tendency plays out 
in Dumb Show through the figure of Judd, a young boy subjected to numerous beatings 
at the hands of Uncle Honk that seem to be the catalyst for his own abusive tendencies. 
He remembers hearing Uncle Honk tell Uncle Owl about “a man who wrapped wire 
around a dog’s balls, hooked it up to an electric fence and turned on the current” 
(Johnson 1996, 13). Uncle Owl responds with his own story about a man who nailed a 
neighbour’s dog to a tree because it got into his chicken yard. Uncle Honk then returns 
this tale with one about a man “who got so angry with his dog he broke its jaw so it 
couldn’t eat. It ran around dangling its jaw at food and water and died of dehydration” 
(Johnson 1996, 13). This litany of sadistic abuse seemingly causes Judd to fantasise 
about his own dog Mut:  
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It may be difficult to imagine fancy tortures for a turd-brain like Mut, but it 
isn’t hard to imagine an accident. Mut losing his footing on a rock. Mut falling 
into a crevice. Mut with his back broken feebly waving his legs in the air like a 
cockroach. Mut with his head crushed in, bleeding from the ears. Mut with his 
underbelly ripped open and his guts spilling out like a dead pig. Mut with his 
arse hanging out the other way. Mut crushed broken and bleeding in a million 
different ways. The pleasure these images afford him pale however beside the 
imagined pleasure of finding a pig. And finding some way to kill it. (Johnson 
1996, 14) 

 
Judd’s cruel fantasies soon spill over into real life as he unleashes the abuse he has 
suffered at the hands of his caregivers onto defenceless animals, such as the rabbit he 
strangles, “feeling, as the life passes out of it, a quiver through his buttocks and thighs” 
(Johnson 1996, 18), and finally onto Princess, initially by tickling her so violently that 
she loses consciousness, then finally by sexually assaulting her. 

 
The contagiousness of domestic violence means that the novel’s ostensibly happy 

ending, in which Pito is put to rest and Father emerges from his shell-shock, is 
destabilised. Although the successful excision of the two ghostly figures seems to imply 
that they will no longer return to trouble the family with their legacies of violence, the 
contagiousness of domestic violence seemingly guarantees that abuse will continue to 
mark the family’s interactions. Furthermore, the notion that what is repressed or buried 
will eventually return suggests that what seems like a successful putting to rest of the 
horrors of the past is merely a way of guaranteeing a continual haunting. In the Gothic, 
ancestral sins are never put to rest entirely, but return to plague descendants, which 
Dumb Show illustrates by having the sins of the older generation – incest, murder and 
the “theft” of another’s life – meted out on the younger members of the family through 
violence. Historical crimes, the novel suggests, never remain in the past, but are an 
inescapable force in the present. This violence is not just related to the family, but also 
the nation since, as critics such as David Punter observe, postcolonial texts are 
inevitably Gothic because they are haunted by the ghosts of those silenced in the 
colonial past, as well as by those who remain marginalised in the present. In the context 
of a settler nation such as New Zealand, the violent death of the character Pito, whose 
name associates him with notions of birth and connection to life sources, suggests that 
the violence associated with the birth of New Zealand as a European nation will 
continually return to haunt the present. Precisely how that violence returns is a complex 
matter, but New Zealand’s woefully high rates of child abuse are one aspect of life in 
this country that writers such as Johnson, Hulme, and Gunn foreground in their Gothic 
novels. Texts such as Dumb Show, the bone people and Rain express the fear that there is 
something inherently violent at the heart of New Zealand that is inflicted primarily on 
the most vulnerable. This fear is similarly expressed in contemporary New Zealand 
society through widely publicised cases of child abuse, such as the murder of the Kahui 
twins in 2006 and Nia Glassie in 2007. Both of these cases involved children being killed 
at the hands of a family member, and the fact that both cases involved Māori families 
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raises a series of questions related to the oppression of indigenous culture and the 
violent effects this may have. It is thus not surprising that Pito is the only character 
given a Māori name in Dumb Show since the violent death he suffers at the hands of his 
family and his unsuccessful burial points to the fear that New Zealand’s colonial history 
remains an inevitable part of the present. Dumb Show suggests that in spite of notions of 
New Zealand as a peaceful bicultural nation, there is a violence at the heart of the 
nation that will continually return.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
In µ¶·¸, Hilde Bruch described anorexia nervosa as an ¹º»¼½¾¿ÀÁ ¿»Â ÃºÄº»Å ÆÅÇÂ¼ºÆ ¼» ÅÈº É¼ºÊÂ
indicate that first line treatments of eating disorders are still woefully inadeËÇ¿ÅºÁ Ì¼ÅÈ ÊÍ»½

term recovery rates at less than fifty per cent. In the last two decades, research by a group of 
psychoanalytic attachment theorists led by Peter Fonagy in Britain has prompted a re-evaluation 
of the aetiology of eating disorders. In this new model, trauma and attachment related difficulties 
with self-regulation are placed at their core. These are difficulties that, according to eating 
disorder specialist Finn SkÎÃÂºÃÇÂÁ È¿Ïº ÅÍ ÂÍ with understanding ¹ÍÅÈºÃ ÐºÍÐÊºÑÆ ¾¼»ÂÁ Í»ºÑÆ
own mind and also minding one’s own bodyÀ ÒÓÔÔ¶Á ¸ÕÖ × in other words, what is known as 
¹¾º»Å¿Ê¼Ø¿Å¼Í»À ÒÙÍ»¿½Ú ºÅ ¿ÊÛ ÓÔÔÓÁ ÓÖÛ ÜÈºÆº ÃºÆº¿ÃÄÈºÃÆÑ ¾ÍÂºÊ ÍÉ ÌÈ¿Å ÅÈºÚ Ä¿ÊÊ ÅÈº ÅÈÃºº ÐÃº-
mentalising modes of understanding the self has provided a useful means of accounting for the 
often strikingly Gothic character of eating disordered phenomenology. In this paper, I will be 
analysing Marya Hornbacher’s Wasted: A Memoir of Anorexia and Bulimia in terms of its 
Gothic features. I will be suggesting that the eating disordered body moves through the spaces of 
Hornbacher’s autobiographical landscape in a way that not only enacts the primary struggle 
with abjection that can occur at the heart of the nurturing relationship fantasy, but also one that 
is further haunted by an expectation to effect what might be called a genre of eating disorders 
¹ºÝÐÊ¿¼»ºÂÀÛ  
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According to the 2012 report to The Butterfly Foundation for Eating Disorders, there are 
nearly a million people in Australia with these conditions (Butterfly Foundation 2012, 
9). The same report states that there is no one cause of eating disorders, but “a complex 
combination of genetic, cultural, social, physical and personality factors” (15). 
Behavioural geneticists and researchers in cognitive behavioural psychology unite in 
favouring a biologically determined account of eating disorders (see Levine and Smolak 
2013); since the mid-1980s, feminist theorists have been arguing for an underlying 
cultural disorder (see the discussion in Bordo 1993 and 2012), and family-based 
therapists, such as those using the Maudsley approach and its adaptations, focus on the 
underlying organisational dynamic of the family in its cultural context (see Downs and 
Blow 2013; Rhodes et al. 2005). Despite the many developments in these areas of 
research, however, the long term recovery rates for eating disorders remain at less than 
fifty per cent, with recovery rates from anorexia nervosa particularly discouraging 
(Nowakowski et al. 2013). In addition, the distinguishing aspects of eating disorder 
phenomenology — that is, its tendency to develop rigidly goal driven behaviour, 
frequent eruptions of frenetic but purposeless energy, and the concretising of affective 
states in the body through seemingly magical and distortive means — remain both 
unexamined and unaddressed by these approaches (see SkÞßàáßâà ãääåæ ãääçè-c). One 
critical review of the literature refers to the “disappointing findings of treatment 
research”, and states the urgent “need for a better understanding of anorexia nervosa 
psychopathology” (Wilson et al. 2007, 203). In this paper I will be first describing an 
emerging discourse in the field of eating disorders that Vanheule and Verhaeghe have 
called “psychoanalytic attachment theory” (2009). Not only is this approach distinct 
from the dominant accounts in clinical and culturally-oriented writings, but it also 
proposes a more nuanced understanding of anorexia nervosa psychopathology and 
contextualises its unaddressed aspects in a way that is better able to account for what 
can be understood as the strikingly Gothic features of so many self stories about eating 
disordered experience, particularly those produced by people thought to be “struggling 
to recover” (Shohet 2007). I will then be examining how these Gothic features operate in 
Marya Hornbacher’s Wasted: A Memoir of Anorexia and Bulimia (1998).  

 
In the last two decades, theoretical and empirical research led by Peter Fonagy 

and colleagues in Britain into borderline phenomena has contributed to a new 
understanding of the role of representation in our ability to regulate our emotional 
states and, from this, our sense of self.1 They consider that key to affect- and hence self-
regulation is our developmentally acquired capacity to form and work with 

                                                

1 Skéêëìêíë and Fonagy suggest a “loosely coupled relationship” between eating disorders and 
personality disorders “rather than a direct causal relation”, yet propose that due to the shared 
nature of their often catastrophic difficulties with mentalising, “severe forms of eating disorders 
represent their own phenotype of personality disorders” (Skéêëìêíë îïë ðñïîòó ôõöô÷ øùõúû

Skéêëìêíë÷ üýñþì üñêÿ Sï �ñêüîó ýîþ �Sñïììêìë �ýì î���S�î�Sñï ñ� �ìï�î�Sþî�Sñï-based 
treatments for the clinical management of eating disorders, draws also on the legacy of Hilde 
Bruch who had, much earlier, described eating disorders as “self-disorders” (Skéêëìêíë 2009, 
84). 
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representations of our own mental states, as well as those of other people (Fonagy et al. 
2002). Fonagy and colleagues call this capacity “mentalization”, and describe how it is 
implicated, when compromised, in the more severe forms of psychopathology (Fonagy 
et al. 2002, 3; Fonagy and Allison 2014). 2  These researchers propose that when 
mentalising breaks down, interactions between the self and others take place in the 
more rigid and externalised pre-mentalising modes, where distortions in the 
relationship between inner experience and outer reality become manifest in either 
highly concrete or dissociated ways of working with internal states. They write that this 
is particularly likely to occur for people who have experienced “attachment trauma”, 
which is their term for “the core traumatic experience” that evolves when our early 
experiences of “high emotional distress” are responded to by caregivers whose own 
capacity to mentalise breaks down, precisely, in those moments (Allen, Bateman and 
Fonagy 2010, 250).  

 
In Marya Hornbacher’s bestselling Wasted: A Memoir of Anorexia and Bulimia, 

these pre-mentalising modes of thinking are both conspicuous and dominant, and can 
be mapped alongside its deployment of Gothic tropes. I will be using Fred Botting’s 
theories of “negative aesthetics” to examine the dynamics in Wasted, where the 
narrator’s movements through both the autobiographical landscape and the text itself is 
propelled by the eating disordered self’s desperate “wish to know” (Botting 2014, 5-6), 
as it is enacted through a dizzying manifestation of doubling and a confusion of inner 
states with concrete materialisations. I will then be explaining how this dynamic spirals 
out from the ambiguous struggle with abject feelings as they arise with caregivers that 
Julia Kristeva inscribes at the heart of her defining image of abjection in the milk-skin 
moment in Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection (1982).3 The milk-skin moment can be 
usefully compared to Allen, Fonagy and Bateman’s notion of “attachment trauma” 
since, in its triangular deployment of caregivers, child and the mediation of 
nourishment, it performs what happens when intrusive or distorting aspects of the 
fantasy of the nurturing relationship compel, through the necessarily ab-jecting 
response of the child, a traumatic disruption. Finally, I will be discussing how this 
struggle with abjection in the caregiving relationship is complicated further, in 
Hornbacher’s memoir, by a struggle on the level of discourse — that is, the struggle to 
effect a narrative in the style of what I am calling, with a nod to E. J. Clery and others, 
eating disorders explained (Clery 1995, 106 ff). 

 
In psychoanalytic attachment theory, mentalising is understood as operating for 

most people most of the time, such as when we are able to form a sufficiently accurate 
idea of the intentional state of another person. In times of stress, however, and 
particularly when those stressful occasions include people who are close to us 

                                                

2 For a succinct etymology and explanation of their preference for the flexibility of this term 
“mentalization” even though it connotes, unfortunately, an overly intellectual rather than 
affect-laden symbolic process, see Allen, Fonagy and Bateman 2010.  
3 I have drawn the metaphor of the spiral from Michel Foucault’s description of the action of 
transgression, as cited in Botting 2014, 1. 
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emotionally, this capacity to understand ourselves and others in a nuanced way can be 
severely compromised, with our anxious internal states projected onto others, and this 
can result in our most negative interpretation of their intentions being felt to be 
undeniably true (Fonagy et al. 2002, 373 ff). When we are unable to mentalise our 
experience — that is, to work flexibly between an understanding of ourselves and the 
intentions of others — the rigid strategies of what have been described as the three pre-
mentalising modes of understanding tend to take over (Fonagy et al. 2002, 254-63).4  
This incursion of developmentally earlier modes of thinking recalls Freud’s notion of 
the “uncanny”, where there is a dreaded return of seemingly irrational “modes of 
thought” that might seem to have been “surmounted” (Freud 1990, 370). Fred Botting’s 
theories of negative aesthetics identify how the Gothic gives form to the monstrous 
underside of the “grand narratives that shaped modernity”, whose very ambitious, 
even rigid, “constructions” suggest the extent to which these “grand narratives” might 
themselves be products of pre-mentalising tendencies (2014, 14; 10).  

 
Descriptions of the three pre-mentalising modes already evoke the inflexibility 

and distortions of very Gothic modes of interaction. The first is what the researchers call 
the “teleological mode”, which occurs whenever we need the actions of others to 
confirm our notions about what we think that person is feeling, or to assuage our own 
disquiet. Gothic fiction, right from its earliest examples, abounds with characters that 
are stuck in this simplistic way of thinking: from the comic romantic delusions of 
Antonia’s aunt in Lewis’s The Monk to the diabolical goal-driven designs of any number 
of Gothic villains, such as Manfred, prince of Otranto (Walpole 1982). In Hornbacher’s 
Wasted, others are always “difficult to read” (17; 120), and interactions with these others 
— particularly conflict with those who are close to Marya — are largely played out 
through the insistence on or refusal of food.  

 
The second pre-mentalising mode is what Fonagy and his colleagues call 

“pretend”, which occurs when we form endlessly elaborate accounts that bear little to 
no relation to the affective states of our lived experiences. In Gothic narratives, this 
tendency to endless elaboration can have a manic, dissociated quality, such as when, in 
the anonymous story “The Astrologer’s Prediction”, a series of complicated events turn 
out to be little more than fruitless attempts to avert the inexorable machinations of fate 
(Anon. 1992).5 As I will be discussing in more detail below, the excessive profusion of 
personal case material, facts, and apparently randomly arranged assertions about eating 
disorders in Wasted, as well as the very spiralling, disembodied energy of the narrative, 
might be similarly understood as effects of the “pretend” mode. 

 

                                                

4 Initially these researchers identified two pre-mentalising modes, with a broad observation 
about teleological thinking. Since 2006, however, their collective literature has specified the 
three modes that I have listed. See Fonagy and Bateman 2006, 413. 
5 Perhaps the most well-known of such anxiously fruitless elaborations is the arctic chase 
episode towards the end of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. 
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The most obviously Gothic of these three pre-mentalising modes of 
understanding ourselves in the world, however, would probably comprise what these 
researchers call “psychic equivalence”, where the contents of the mind are projected in 
often terrifying ways onto the world outside. Ann Radcliffe’s novels are particularly 
and explicitly interested in this projective aspect of internal experience, and as several 
decades of Gothic scholarship have shown us, the tradition of the Gothic that concerns 
itself with monsters and other uncanny outcasts very clearly renders, both vividly and 
compellingly, our deepest anxieties and fears (Botting 2014, 8-10). Christine Berthin has 
written about the anti-symbolic mode of the Gothic (2010, 58), and especially what she 
calls “literalized metaphors” (5; 58), where a word like blood in Matthew Lewis’s The 
Monk functions as no mere metaphor for familial relationships but marks these 
relationships in unusually literal terms. Similarly, the eating disordered person who has 
suffered rape might stuff and dull their body with excessive amounts of food or starve 
that same body which disgusts them (see Heywood 1996, 4), not because their body is 
understood to be a symbol of the degraded aspects of their self, but because, to that 
person, the body is the degraded aspect of their self which, when felt to be reduced, 
might then seem to have been successfully kept at bay.6 In Wasted, as I will be 
demonstrating, the “patterns of transgression, excess and monstrosity” that Botting 
identifies in Gothic negativity are enacted in a “repeated effort” to cast monstrous 
manifestations of anxiety, in the form of vomit and other very palpable figures of 
embodied rejections, away from Hornbacher’s eating disordered self. Although Botting 
emphasises the constructed nature of this process of forming and casting out monsters, 
there is something very much in disarray already in the state of the self that both 
contains and shapes the material of Hornbacher’s memoir (Botting 2014, 8; 10; 11).  

 
According to Peter Fonagy and his colleagues, development of the ability to 

regulate the self through the capacity to mentalise is dependent on a process of accurate 
and benign interactions with caregivers (Fonagy et al. 2002, 374). Unresolved trauma in 
the caregiver has a distorting effect on the child’s being able to develop a flexible sense 
of their own subjective state (192 ff), and for a multiply traumatised person who is 
unable to mentalise, the terrifyingly compelling de-metamorphised mode of psychic 
equivalence can give meaning to overwhelming feelings and become a way of 
regulating those feelings through magical acts of projection and distortion, since it is the 
inability to work with the representations of mental states that compels them to throw 
off these feelings onto something or someone else (379).  

 
In the opening pages of Powers of Horror, Julia Kristeva describes how abjection is 

experienced as “one of those dark, violent revolts of being” — a “spasm” (1982, 1). She 
then presents us with a striking image: her memorable evocation of a child gagging on 

                                                

6 Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok, who have written extensively on the relation of language 
to the unspeakable in trauma would call this effect “antimetaphor”, which they understand to 
be “not simply a matter of reverting to the literal meaning of words, but of using them in such a 
way — whether in speech or deed — that their very capacity for figurative representation is 
destroyed” (Abraham and Torok 1987, 132). 
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milk skin (2-3). Although the ambiguous nature of the milk skin — its uncertain status 
between solidity and liquidity — renders it inherently disturbing of the symbolic order, 
there is another dimension of abjection that is made decidedly manifest in this image: 
that is, its way of “being opposed to I” (1).7 In fact, I would contend that what is nested 
right at the centre of this description of visceral abjection is the pressing entreaty of the 
parents’ supplication — the very urgent and trauma-tinged image of their need or 
“desire” which is dissembled into a pathos that attempts to co-opt the child into its 
fantasy of a most particularly caring and nurturing nuclear relationship:8 

 
Along with sight-clouding dizziness, nausea makes me balk at that milk cream, 
separates me from the mother and father who proffer it. “I” want none of that 
element, sign of their desire; “I” do not want to listen, “I” do not assimilate it, “I” 
expel it (1982, 2-3). 

 
Unresolved traumata in the caregivers, as it interferes in the attachment relationship, is 
often experienced by the child as an intrusion that must be projected outwards — ab-
jected — for psychic survival.9 According to psychoanalytic attachment theory, when 
eating disordered persons find it difficult to cope with their own or others’ mental 
states, they tend to use their body as a means of regulating their feelings, and so, 
themselves. As the eating disorder specialist Finn SkÞßàáßâà tß��á	
 �[w]hen psychic 
reality is poorly integrated [in eating disorders], the body may take on an excessively 
central role for the continuity of the sense of self, literally being a body of evidence” 
(2007c, 324). That is, the body serves to “concretise” a difficulty with regulating the 
contents of the mind (SkÞßàáßâà 2007a). In this way, through abjection, the concretising 
effects of eating disorders become materialisations of the traumatic intrusion from 
significant others as it has been brought to bear on the early formation of the self, or the 
self’s entry into the symbolic order — in other words, the “attachment trauma” — 
which then predisposes that self to further traumatisation (Allen, Lemma and Fonagy 
2012, 420). 

                                                

7 And it is this aspect of Kristevan abjection has often been over-looked or elided in the practice 
and discourse of what has been called “affirmative abjection” (see the discussion in 
Menninghaus 2003, 389 ff., and Oliver 1993, 13). 
8 The troubling, pathos-ridden, and even already bruised-seeming “desire” that forms the image 
of the proffering parents recalls the way Jean Laplanche figures trauma as the untranslatable 
remnant when a child attempts to make sense of enigmatic but oddly desirous interactions with 
its caregivers, and where the “measure of the difference or disequilibrium between what is 
symbolisable and what is not in the enigmatic messages supplied to the child… is the measure 
of the quantity of trauma” (Laplanche 1999, 130). 
9 There is a distinct relationship between trauma and teleological modes of thinking and 
interacting with others. Allen, Lemma and Fonagy write that: “Following trauma, verbal 
reassurance means little. Interacting with others at a mental level has been replaced by attempts 
at altering thoughts and feelings through action. Most trauma, certainly physical and sexual 
abuse, is by definition teleological. It is hardly surprising that the victim may come to feel that 
the mind of another can be altered only in this same mode: through action, such as threat or 
seduction” (2012, 430). 
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Although Wasted was a bestseller when it was published in 1998, reviewers and 

commentators were clearly disturbed by it. One pair of psychologists, who gave it to 
their students to read, declared that it “gives the reader a feel for what it is like to live in 
an anorexic client’s head” (Goldsmith and Widseth 2000, 32). Hornbacher’s memoir is 
seventeen years old now,10 but the book is current, and I would argue, sufficiently 
potent for it to be still identified in informal contexts as a piece of writing that might 
trigger symptoms in those considered to be vulnerable to disordered eating (see “Sam” 
2012).11 
  

One of the most striking aspects of Hornbacher’s memoir is its vivid evocation of 
the embodied experience of eating disorders, where the supernatural potency of edible 
substances and the physical vulnerability of the body are made frighteningly real. This 
aspect of the experience of eating disorders is, as Megan Warin has demonstrated, 
fundamental to anorexic phenomenology (Warin 2010). In her study of three groups of 
anorectics over three continents, Warin discovered that her anorexic participants shared 
what seemed to be magical beliefs in the ability of foodstuffs to penetrate the body 
through skin or even through the nose via smells (106-27) — magical beliefs which 
could be assuaged by surprisingly practical means, such as the washing of hands after 
touching food or the shoving of towels under doors to impede the intrusion of smells 
that, along with the anorexic practices of starving, purging and vomiting, served to 
protect these participants, as she concluded, from abjection (Warin 2010, 127).12 In 
Wasted, Hornbacher writes about “unsafe” foods whose mysterious abilities include the 
way they “will not travel through my body in the usual biological fashion but will 
magically make me grow” (20), such as the butter which, she fears, will “seep through 
the skin of my fingers and make a little lipidy beeline for my butt” (266). Here, the 
fantasy of our western science-informed understanding of the biological self is 
disrupted by what resembles pre-Enlightenment notions about generative processes 
(McLaughlin 2005), whose uncanny return recalls a time when, as Freud puts it, “the 
ego had not yet marked itself off sharply from the external world and from other 
people” (1990, 358).  

 
When Hornbacher describes her experience of bulimia, there is a force and 

overwhelming physical presence to the food that she eats in enormous quantities so that 
it bursts the sewer and floods the basement as vomit (223), even though on other 

                                                

10 Margaret McAllister and colleagues have estimated there have been approximately two 
hundred memoirs about eating disorders published in English alone since the 1970s (McAllister 
et al. 2014, 556). 
11 A new edition of the book was released in 2014 that includes a new afterword called “The 
Letting Go”. Here Hornbacher discusses the importance but also the necessarily unfinished 
nature of recovery. 
12 When Megan Warin refers to “anorexic practices”, she includes the practices of starving, 
purging and vomiting, as well as cutting and other embodied actions “by which people desired, 
cast out, and removed the abject” (2010, 4-5). 
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occasions, the bulimic references can be oddly striking but inconsequential: “one day 
you find yourself walking along, and you impulsively stop in a restaurant, order an 
enormous dinner, and puke in the woods” (120-1). In each case, however, the response 
to the food not so much represents as becomes a never described emotional state: that is, 
the bulimic symptoms work as literalised metaphors of what the narrator cannot 
recognise within her and so wants out of her as soon as possible. Even the tentative 
description of her mother’s very slight diminishment of detached regard — when she 
“no longer seemed distant and cold, but calming; and, if not always warm, always 
connected to me” — is enough to catch, Kristeva-like, in Marya’s craw, since “the 
sudden shock of being connected to another human being left a knot in my throat that I 
could neither express nor undo” (256-67). 

 
Hornbacher’s eating disorder is figured as an insidious and diabolical double to the 

narrative “I”, and this is most evident when the protagonist moves between the 
topographical extremities of the memoir: from the constricted upper spaces of dormitories, 
bedrooms and bathrooms, to the gaping, sewerage filled-basements, or endless woods and 
streets. In Wasted, beds give way to icy depths of watery sleeps, and numerous mirrors 
either fragment the body into parts or alienated other selves, or yield so that the narrator 
might step, suddenly, into what she calls variously the “Netherworld“ or “underworld”. In 
these exaggerated dimensions of space, it is not so much the eating disordered part of the 
doubled identity — what she calls, at one stage, the “It” — but the “I” that, through its 
intensely restless energy, becomes most monstrous. One winter, Hornbacher develops an 
obsession with running up and down the hall at her school at five am, and, after sprouting 
fine fur all over her translucent skin, she begins “to look a bit haunted” (109); later, in a 
moment of horrifying self-awareness that precedes her running, bingeing and vomiting 
sorties in Washington D. C. she realises that she “looked like a monster, most of my hair 
gone, my skin the gray color of rotten meat” (266). In this way Marya becomes, in fact, the 
very horrifying in/edible substance from which she is striving — in vain, as it appears — to 
ab-ject herself (Kristeva 1982, 3). It is a situation where, as Botting has identified in his 
analysis of the Gothic, “alterity, ambivalence, anxiety are thus both outside and within” 
(2014, 10), and hence where the pre-mentalising, negative aesthetics of the Gothic are 
played out in all of their material extremities in the subjectivity of the self. 

 
Monstrousness in Wasted, is usually associated with this kind of desperately 

agitated, fruitless, movement in a landscape, as if in constant escape from that Kristevan 
moment of ambivalent intimacy. The very earliest caregiving relationship is described in 
monstrously inverted terms: “My mother”, Hornbacher writes, “was unable to breast-feed 
me because it made her feel as if she were being devoured” (12). We learn that, for the 
mother, food refusal serves as some sort of magical barrier against the too keenly felt affects 
of her husband and her daughter. The narrator describes her own earliest difficulties with 
food as arising precisely in this context, with the five year-old Hornbacher, after a bitter 
argument with her friend Gina that afternoon, joining her own disgruntled feelings to her 
parents’ peculiarly concrete economy of affects, which is conducted entirely through the 
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proffering and refusal of food (11-12).13 When they urge the young Marya to eat “a few 
more bites”, their only expression of warmth towards their anxious child is compressed 
into the nickname “Piglet”, which already signals her potential for monstrous appetite and, 
hence — according to their economy — of monstrous affect.  

 
Marya’s tendency to concretise emotional states, we learn, is a transgenerational 

problem. A fear of becoming fat haunts all of the family on her mother’s side (137; 240-1); 
the father, conversely, is figured in terms of excess (22). When the two grandmothers care 
for the narrator, behind their intrusive, grotesque, and contradictory attentions towards the 
young Hornbacher—one to put her on a diet, the other to feed her up (24)—lies an odd 
blurring, even doubling, of the generations.14 This predicament is most succinctly conveyed 
when, after a fight with her husband, the mother takes a distressed five-to-seven year-old 
Marya to the child’s grandmother who, in a very grandmotherly effort to nurture and 
console, offers the young Marya tea and toast and then, as if suddenly confused as to where 
her own body and Marya’s begin and end, becomes her own negative double as she whisks 
the toast out of reach again with a warning that the young girl — who is already 
traumatically deprived of her father — will get fat (33).  

 
Although Hornbacher claims to have “stopped” her eating disorder by the end of 

the memoir — taking a “leap of faith” towards life, as she writes (280), her enduring 
tendency to project her anxieties onto the outside world suggests that her self is still in a 
disquietened, dysregulated state. Certainly, Merav Shohet, who has identified what she 
calls “full recovery” and “struggling to recover” genres of eating disordered narratives, 
includes Hornbacher’s memoir in the latter category (Shohet 2007, 347). 15  While 
contemporary reviewers were concerned by what they saw to be the vileness and horror of 
the book’s details, as well as the monstrously narcissistic, attention-seeking voice of the 
narrator, they seemed to be particularly disappointed by its plot — that is, the memoir’s 
failure to provide any elaboration about either the climax — the narrator’s most significant 
near-death experience — or any about her supposed recovery (see for example, Wagner 
1998). According to Merav Shohet this failure to provide a coherent, teleological recovery 
plot marks the writer’s essential ambivalence about leaving her eating disorder behind 
                                                
13 The mother’s denials and evasions throughout the book — about the way she herself uses 
food and her body to regulate her emotional difficulties — only make it all the harder for the 
narrator to make any sense of her own experience (156). 
14 The narrator’s attempts to make sense of her predicament, where her assertion, “there were 
no events in my life that were overly traumatic” (195), does little more than sound this 
peculiarly unclear space. Certainly the vague awareness of a great-grandmother who, “a hefty 
person, was mocked” (98), hints at some generationally removed traumatic experience that 
must, nonetheless, be too pathos-ridden to be articulated in any detail — a figure whose woeful, 
muted, abject passivity becomes the sole still point in a succession of what seem to be the 
desperately projective and imitative distortions of familial others. 
15 Of course, Shohet’s division into two categories fails to take into account a more responsive, 
practical and compassionate approach to mental health recovery: that is, an approach which 
acknowledges in a positive way the on-going and not necessarily conclusive nature of recovery. 
See the discussion in Davidson et al. 2006. 
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(2007, 348). Shohet considers that the “telling and retelling” of the “struggling to recover” 
style of narrative may in fact “perpetuate” a cyclical situation for the anorectic where 
recovery remains elusive (375), since Shohet considers these genres to be “both reflective 
and constitutive of the types of recovery processes [the narrators] have undergone” (350, 
emphasis in original). She also suggests that there seems to be an element of will or 
stubbornness in a narrator’s tendency to adopt one or the other genre, as she states “that 
even when an empowerment FR [‘full recovery’] narrative is available, it is not necessarily 
the one adopted or desired, and that this may be related to the kind of narrative practice 
habitually preferred” (375-6). She states that a narrator’s “inability to relinquish multiple 
possibilities in favor of one unified plot” (375) could even be a significant barrier for that 
person — and, worse, have contaminating potential — since Shohet considers that certain 
narrative practices “may lead the women portrayed here and potentially others like them to 
adopt, reinforce, and perpetuate divergent visions of their self-commitments and 
experiences of the possibilities of illness and recovery” (375). In fact, her wary analysis of 
this style of narrative recalls what Jerrold Hogle has observed about how the Gothic, as a 
genre, works as a site of Kristevan abjection (Hogle 2005, 22). 

 
This, then, begs the question: is recovery for Hornbacher simply a matter of 

changing genre? To follow Shohet’s argument, if Hornbacher had been no longer 
“reluctant” to relinquish the exquisitely nuanced possibilities of multiplicity and 
ambivalence, and so was willing to “replot” her life along a “cleaner, straighter” line — 
that, in some sense, she had been able to “explain” it — would all her troubles with eating 
disorders have been over? This very proposition, I would argue, assumes that the 
difficulties with self-regulation (which, as I have established, are both inherently and 
already Gothic and, hence, unsurprisingly intrinsic to the texture of her memoir, rather 
than a subsequent addition) are somehow a matter, at base, of a problematic aesthetic 
choice that has been adopted in error, or through conscious or unconscious mimesis of 
somebody else’s similarly problematic account. However, as I will now demonstrate, 
Hornbacher’s difficulty with being able to “explain” her eating disorder in the face of an 
expectation to be able to do so, contributes to, and in fact, compounds the primary struggle 
with abjection in the locus of the self that I have already identified.  

 
In this discursive dimension of the struggle, the experience of eating disorders is 

situated in the very Gothic location of an “underworld” from which the eating disordered 
narrator is continually trying as much to explain as to escape. Wasted opens with an 
introduction called “Notes on the Netherworld”, with a lunchtime vignette of Marya and 
her friend Jane’s shaky encounter with the health system after “years in the underworld” 
(1), their eating disordered “hell” whose negative regions underlie Marya and Jane’s almost 
artificial and yet pathos-laden attempts at “playing normal” and “having lunch” — that 
“great sin of consumption” — where, nonetheless, not a skerrick of food or drink is 
described (Hornbacher 1998, 1). As if to wrest itself from such a pale fantasy, the whole 
memoir is offered, three pages later, as a humble tale of mythic return: “It’s simply the 
story of one woman’s travels to a darker side of reality, and her decision to make her way 
back” (5). Hornbacher then describes the “darker side” as lying, as it does for Lewis 
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Carroll’s Alice, on the other side of mirrors. But unlike Alice, who is able to return from the 
other side once she can declare her tantrum-like, liberating impatience with it, Marya is 
ultimately unable to return or even to decide to do so with any certainty. And it is not for 
want of trying, nor from a paucity of assertive declarations. After the aborted and yet 
immaterial lunch with Jane, she introduces herself to the reader via a list of diagnoses and 
statistics (Hornbacher 1998, 2), which soon gives way to a plethora of similarly immaterial 
facts and data that are all stored, appropriately, in underground places: “in piles of paper 
and scrolls of microfiche scattered over this city in basement-level rooms, guarded by 
suspicious-looking women” (3). Everything about the factual status of Marya’s eating 
disorder has this cumulative, overwhelming, even hazardously arranged quality, from her 
attempts to define what it is, to impersonal-sounding assertions about it (39-40). And yet, 
against the more weighty, and even grotesque, presence of the vigilant crones, the very 
accumulation of these assertive and knowledgeable fragments creates its own kind of 
anxious a/effect. Added to this are the whirling, never resolved attempts, on the part of the 
narrator, to locate the very beginnings of her eating disorder, the most decisive of the many 
“turning points” (230) and, of course, a definitive ending. All the most eating disordered 
aspects of the narrative — its concretised metaphors, its obsession with effecting embodied 
solutions to affective predicaments, as well as its tendency to spin off into frantic, fruitless 
“pretend” quests or evasions — seem only to increase with the pressure to create the clear 
teleology of what Merav Shohet would call a “full recovery” style memoir of her eating 
disorders. In the last pages Hornbacher confronts the reader: 
 

You expect an ending. This is a book; it ought to have a beginning, a middle, and 
an end. I cannot give you an end. I would very much like to. I would like to wrap 
up all those loose ends in a bow and say, See? All better now. But the loose ends 
stare back at me in the mirror. The loose ends are my body, which neither 
forgives nor forgets… (Hornbacher 1998, 275-6)16 

 
In feminist-cultural readings this kind of confused relation between the body and the 
sense of self in eating disordered writings — where the body makes manifest what the 
mind is unable to articulate — has prompted numerous discussions about the 
problematic role of Cartesian dualism in our culture.17 The psychoanalytic attachment 
theorists I have been referring to also take issue with Descartes. However, they do not 
focus on the uncanny relation between mind and body so much as Descartes’s 
assumption that we all supposedly begin with a “direct and infallible introspective 
access” to the states of our own minds (Fonagy et al. 2002, 151; 204-7). Tellingly, when 
Wasted’s narrator is asked about what life was like before her eating disorder, she 
comments: “It is impossible to sufficiently articulate an inarticulate process, a very 

                                                

16 Although much more assertive about the possibility of recovery — and also very honest about 
its essential “discomfort” — how it “does not feel good” — in her new afterword to the memoir, 
Hornbacher nonetheless reaffirms that any expectation of there being a simple end to an eating 
disorder is at best a distraction: “We are not stories with narrative arcs, tidy plots […] We are 
animals. We are bodies”  (Hornbacher 2014, 307; 296; 306). 
17 See for example Bordo 1993 and 2012, Heywood 1996, and Malson 1999. 
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wordless time” (Hornbacher 1998, 279). In fact, she sees “[t]his history” as a “collage of 
memory—clippings that substitute for a linear, logical narrative. I did a very similar 
thing with myself” (279). In Wasted the articulation itself, therefore, is a struggle — an 
attempt at collage, a “substitute”. And here we have the crux of what is going on in 
Hornbacher’s memoir. The wordlessness of this eating disordered underworld is no 
mere coincidence — no peripheral if irritating characteristic of her struggle. After all, 
Hornbacher states, “[a]sking an anorectic how she is is an exercise in futility” (2). Her 
range of emotional language, she writes, is the binary of “pissed or fine” (203). Marya’s 
struggle, notwithstanding the astonishingly articulate feat that is the great achievement 
of her memoir — those vividly evoked textures, those feisty, knowledgeable 
declarations — in one extended footnote she describes herself as “diagnostically 
‘hyperverbal’[…] in expressing intellectual concepts” (193) — is, at base, with 
wordlessness itself. It could also be described as a difficulty with mentalising — that is, 
representing mental states — as psychoanalytic attachment theory puts it, since 
Hornbacher’s difficulty only intensifies during moments of potential connection with 
the very people who matter to her most. All she has, it seems, are the “loose ends” of 
her body. 
  

At the beginning of the memoir we were told that the book was “simply the story 
of one woman’s travels to a darker side of reality, and her decision to make her way 
back” (5). But the narrative, as we have discovered, is no such simple story, and despite 
all the virtuosic verbal effects of the piece, none of these words are able to get to the 
emotionally bewildered heart of the abject, wordless, unmentalised state that the 
narrator has had to contend with. In fact, I would even suggest that the more strongly 
Alice-like the narrator is in her assertions — to be free of the disorder, to effect an 
ending — even to locate its beginnings — the more likely it seems that the wordlessness 
of the eating disordered underworld will engulf her; the primary and already Gothic 
struggle with the abject leavings of her nurturing relationships having now become 
agitated by a more desperate one on the level of discourse: her struggle to effect the 
genre of eating disorders explained. By the end of the memoir, far from growing in 
strength and might, as does Alice in Through the Looking Glass, Marya has been reduced 
to a nervous creature who, with all the anxiety of the white rabbit, lies at the edge of the 
gaping pit of the underworld and hopes in vain for mimesis to save her from tumbling 
in once more. Even though she tries, as she does with her frantic searches for 
beginnings and ends in her text, to imitate the form and rhythm of the healthy — in this 
case, to imitate her husband who, as we learn, cares for her with such practical intensity 
— it is not enough to stave off the terrifying dysregulation of her self that churns 
beneath her part in this renewed fantasy of a nurturing relationship: her marriage. In 
fact, I would even suggest that the very attempt at conscious mimesis of an apparently 
well-regulated other might even have had a significant and disturbing role in 
prompting the “it” to pull her back into the “netherworld”… “by the hair” (Hornbacher 
1998, 289).  
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Reviewed by Corey Ryan Walden (Auckland University of Technology) 
 
 
In 1957 a film entitled The Curse of Frankenstein made its debut, simultaneously 
appalling critics and enticing audiences. Shot in Kodak Eastman Color, director Terence 
Fisher was afforded a vivid palate of hues from which to work. Mise-en-scène mirrored 
this luridness with costuming and set design, remaining ever thematic to the horrors 
and depravation of the narrative. Aesthetically, this outcome was highly contrastive to 
other films of the day, as many were still shot in Black & White. In the 1950s the British 
horror film was a marginal genre; The Curse of Frankenstein pushed the boundaries of 
violence and sexuality, making this film doubly unconventional. Although critics 
decried the movie, proclaiming its debasement of society and overall tastelessness, the 
movie was a commercial success, launching the international careers of actors Peter 
Cushing and Christopher Lee. Hammer Film Productions, the company responsible for 
The Curse of Frankenstein, continued creating horror films for the next two decades, 
exploiting an audience appetite for the horror genre, and arguably instigating 
resurgence in British-made horror films. 
 

The Devil’s Advocates series, published by Auteur Publishing, is dedicated to 
examining classic horror films. Marcus K. Harmes explores the aforementioned film in 
his eponymously titled book. The locus of Harmes’ analysis is clear: perceiving The 
Curse of Frankenstein as the novelty it was in 1957, rather than reducing the film to the 
“mere starting point” of Hammer’s subsequent commercial impact and success. The 
latter position is one commonly maintained in existing critiques, yet Harmes argues the 
former position is vital for understanding the film as a landmark moment — a 
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transgressive adaptation of Mary Shelley’s novel, which although divergent, 
engendered a popular and positive widespread response. The purpose of Harmes’ 
study is to consider The Curse of Frankenstein’s relationship to its literary and cinematic 
forebears, and the consequential and necessary hybridity and reinterpretation of 
literature and film. 
 

To achieve its purpose, Harmes’ 100-page book is divided into five chapters. The 
book explores many aspects of the film: historical explorations and critical reception; 
the associated personnel and film studios; comparisons with other films of the era; a 
sample of horror films preceding Hammer’s films; the artistic adaptation and 
transgressive nature of The Curse of Frankenstein; and finally, the development of 
Terence Fisher’s cinematic direction, culminating in the book’s namesake. These 
chapters work to create a vision of context for the film, necessary for understanding the 
film through a contemporary lens. Rather than merely reviewing, compiling, or 
distilling existing research, Harmes extends this study by adding his own considered 
conclusions. The critique is insightful — furthering academic insights in an easy-to-
digest, yet logical manner. Harmes’ analysis of adaptation theory is particularly 
pertinent, not only in respect to the topic of the book, but as a useful framework for 
viewing other hybrid cinema or cultural products. Harmes argues that an adaptation 
must remain a flexible merging of its antecedent inspiration and novel filmic 
interpretation, rather than being a slavish or “faithful” reproduction of the original. In 
this way, many cultural products can be divorced from the expectations of antecedent 
works, and valuations of the products’ worth can be measured somewhat more 
independently. Unpacking the influence of Shelley’s literary inspiration on the film, and 
analysing this through adaptation theory, Harmes acknowledges the vital similarities 
and divergences between novel and film. The Curse of Frankenstein was not the first 
Frankenstein film, yet Harmes contends it to be foremost in influencing the wave of 
British horror that followed, as well as informing prevailing pop-cultural notions of 
“Frankenstein”. 
 

While Harmes provides a useful filmic analysis of The Curse of Frankenstein, and 
undertakes this critique in a usually clear and insightful manner, there were substantial 
shortcomings of this book, detracting from an otherwise informative and useful study. 
The book had noticeable grammatical and spelling errors. Sentence structure was 
awkward at times, and the book lacks an index. According to Harmes, the “Gothic” is 
said to permeate The Curse of Frankenstein. Conceptually, the “Gothic” is given little 
analysis within this book. While identified, the Gothic is described as being contentious 
to define, leaving the readers to form their own conclusions. The latter part of the book 
provides two key explanations for the Gothic, clarifying this ambiguity somewhat. 
Chapter 4 describes the “core body of texts from the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries that comprise a gothic canon (pg.64)”. Later in the same chapter, Harmes 
describes “Gothic” as a term “synonymous with a number of characteristics. One is the 

uncanny, or the appearance of things, objects, situations or people that promote feelings 
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of dread or uncertainty” (pg. 67). These “Gothic” themes are situated within certain 
aesthetic spaces: the “dark underground…, mouldering castles, frightening monasteries 
or sepulchres and graveyards, including the Frankenstein family vault” (pg. 67). While 
these explanations provide a more concrete notion of Gothic aesthetic and literary 
canon, further thematic analysis would have added another layer of nuance and 
complexity to the work. This reader wondered about the socio-cultural, -political, and -
economic concerns of the 1950s, and how these factors contributed to the wider 
relevance and reception of The Curse of Frankenstein as a film. Contemporarily, there was 
scarce rationale for the continued relevance of The Curse of Frankenstein. In other words, 
why does this film matter today, and why were/are these Gothic themes important? 
Unfortunately, these questions remained ultimately unanswered. In this sense, one 
should not read this book for a comprehensive commentary on Gothic tropes within The 
Curse of Frankenstein. Rather, it should be read as an introductory text for further self-
research. 
 

Overall, this book is useful as a historical commentary on The Curse of 
Frankenstein. Harmes competently fulfils the goals of the book, providing an insightful 
and interesting study. The histories and discussions are digestible and generally 
accessible. Harmes’ commitment and demonstration to accurate research endears the 
reader to this work, and adds an informative addition to the Devil’s Advocates series.  
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